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ABSTMCT

In the present thesis, the intradimensional-extradimensional

shift effect was treated as a problsn of two-dimensional stimulus

control. Factors determining stimulus control in the ID-ED shift

were explored over six experiments. In Experiment I adult students

were trained to discriminate between successively presented

stimuli that differed in both line length and orientation. For

half the subjects the length dimension was relevant (ie: different

stimuli on that dimension were correlated with different outcornes)

and for half the subjects orientation was relevant (phase 1). All

subjects were then shifted to a second discrimination between new

line lengths and orientations (Phase 2). For half' this

constituted an intradimensional (ID) shift in that the previously

relevant dimension rernained relevant; for the remaining subjects

the previously irrelevant dimension was made relevant in an

extradimensional (ED) shift. The ID shift required significantly

fewer trials to establish strong stimulus control by the relevant

dimension in Phase 2 than did the ED shift. Experiments 1 and 2

further established that such differences were not attributable to

a dominance relationship between dimensions or to specific cue

val ues .

Experiment 3 examined the develooment of stimulus control by

the two dimensions over trials in Phase 2. In the ED shift'

two-dimensional generalisation gradients showed a systematic
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weakening and strengthening of control by the Phase 1 relevant

and Phase 2 relevant dimensions respectively. In the ID shift

there was no change in stimulus control by either dimension.

Experiment 4 estab'lished that transfer to the orfentation dirnension

following differential training on length (ED shift) was superior

to orientation following non-differential training on length

(pO sntft). Learning that differences on an extradimensional

dimension were relevant in Phase I therefore had a facilitatory
effect on control by orientation, Experiments 5 and 6 investigated

the effects of manipulating the number of cues on the irrelevant

Phase I dimension (orientation) and/or the ire1evant phase 2

dimension (length), in an ED shift where orientation was relevant

in Phase 2. Both orientation and length (Experiment 5) or

orientation alone (Experiment 6) were varied in the generalisation

test. The ED shift in Phase 2 was retarded by the irrelevant

dimension in Phase 1.

It was concluded that in general the phase I relevant

dimension must lose contro'l in Phase 2, and the phase I irrelevant

dimension must gain control in Phase 2 (Experiment 3). However,

the inverse relation between loss of control by one dimension and

gaining of control by the other does not occur in a way consistent

with the Inverse Hypothesis of some selective attention theories.

In addition, the previously relevant dimension in an ED shift
facilitates contro'l by the new relevant dimension in phase 2

re1ative to non-differential training, consistent with attentional

enhancement. The major factor found to be slowing down the
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developrnent of control by the new relevant dtnenslon in an

ED shlft is the presence of the irrelevant dlnension ln Phase 1'

(Exper"fment 5). Th,is is prnobably a 'learned irrelevaneer effect.
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INTRODUCTION

In every situation requiring a discrimination, the

discriminative stimuli vary along a number of possible dimensions.

The dimension relevant to the discrimination is typically the one

chosen by the experimenter to provide stimu'lus values correlated

with the rules or reinforcement contingencies that operate in the

procedure. Many other dimensions are irre'levant by virtue of a lack

of correlation between the stimulus values they provide and the

reinforcement contingencies. Some irrelevant dimensions may be

arranged by the experimenter as an important part of the procedure.

Others may be an inherent feature of the procedure in that the

stimu1us values by which they are defined remain constant ("constant-

irrelevant" stimu'li) and afford an unchanging context for the

experimental situation. A salient issue in the study of discrimin-

ation learning concerns the means by which the discriminative stimuli

come to contro'l differential responding. How does a subiect learn

to identify the relevant dimension? Does the subject learn to attend

to the re'levant dimension or ignore the irrelevant dimensions?

Does the subject learn to respond to specific stimulus values of the

d'iscriminative stimuli independently of the stimulus dimensions to

which they belong?

The specific question here concerns the dimensional transfer of

attention. One way of examining the nature of this transfer is to
use a paradigm in which a subject is trained on one discrimination

and is tested on a subsequent task where either stimulus or response

components are changed. The question is: which aspects of the
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stimulus array facilitate transfer and which aspects inhibit transfer

to the new task?

The transfer of attention in discrimination learning has been

investigated in two related forms (Hogg & Evans, 1975). The first
paradigm involves go-no-go discrimination learning followed by

stimulus generalisation testing on a second, independent dimension.

This is known as extradimensional (ED) generalisation (Thomas,

Freeman, Svinicki, Burr & Lyons, 1970). The second paradigm involves

simultaneous discrimination learning followed by a discrimination

shift where the relevant dimension of the shift phase remains the

same (intradimensiona'l (ID) shift or reversal (RV) shift) or is

changed (extradimensional shift). The two types of shift are com-

pared in terms of trials or errors to a pre-determined criterion.

The extradimensional-generalisation paradigm has been used

extensively with animals (Honig, 1969, 1970: Robles, Newlin &

Thomas, 1980 : Thomas et al., 1970) and with young children (Evans

& Hogg, L975; Hogg & Evans, 1975: Singh & Beale, 1978) but not with

adults. The discrimination shift is the procedure most conmonly

used with adult humans to test attentiona'l theories of discrimination

learning (Esposito, 1.975b; Harrow, 1964: Isaacs & Duncan, !962:

Nehrke, L973: 0zioko & May, 1977: Shanab & Yasin, 1979: Uhl, 1966).

The discrimination-shift paradigm was designed to test two-

process theories of attention in discrimination learning (Fisher &

Zeaman, 1973: Lovejoy, 1966, 1968: Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971:
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Trabasso & Bower,lg6g;Zeaman and House,1963). These theories are

characterised as two-process because "they assume that the organism

first engages in some form of information-processing activity with

respect to the input stimuli, and then develops associations with

respect to that processed information. This way of describing the

process suggests a cognitive view of its nature instead of a view that

refers to attentional responses" (Logan & Femaro'1978'p'349)' Thus

attention is represented as a selective, mediated process'

In general terms two-process theories of attention in discrimin-

ation learning predict f'latter generalisation gradients following ED

trainingrelativetocontrolgroupsfortiteEDgenera]isation

paradigm, and a s]ower transition for the ED shift than the ID shift

in the discrimination-shift paradigm. It is the aim of this thesis

to integrate the two approaches by extending the ID-ED shift pro-

cedures traditionally used with adult humans to include extra-

dimensional and two-dimensional stimulus generalisation' This thesis

explores the conditions under which discrimination-shift effects

occur and examines an account for the ID-ED shift in terms of

different sources of stimulus control '

THEORIES OF DISCRIMINATION LEARNING:

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Beforetheearly],g50sthereweretwoclassesoftheoriesof

discrimination learning: continuity theory (Spence,1936) and non-

continuity theory (Lashley,1929;Krechevsky,1932)' Subsequently'

the distinction between theories has become less clear' primarily

because theorists have concentrated on different aspects of the
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di scrimi nati on 'l earni ng process . An exampl e of the 'l atter strategy

is seen in the case of learning to attend to the relevant dimension

in theories of se1ective attention. This process has been variously

described as a "coding response" (Lawrence, 1949), an "observing

response" (Wyckoff,1952) and "switching in a stimulus analyser"

(Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971).

Continuity versus Non-continuity Theory

In the 1930s the main debate in theoretical approaches to

discrimination learning was the continuity versus non-continuity

dichotomy. The main proponent of the continuity approach was Spence

(1936) and of the non-continuity approach, Lashley (1929) and

Krechevsky (1932). The major difference was in terms of the inter-

pretation of the organism's performance in the pre-solution period

of a visual simultaneous discrimination task. Lashley (1929), who

represented the most extreme form of non-continuity interpretations,

explained chance responding on the learning curve that preceded

later learning, in terms of no learning having occumed. Spence

(1936), however, argued that the learning of a discrimination was

best described in terms of a cumulative process and did not agree

that the absence of differential responding to stimuli on a particular

dimension necessarily reflected an absence of learning about those

stimul i.

Spence believed that performance in simultaneous visual

discriminations could be explained without resorting to the concepts

of attention suggested by non-continuity theorists. For example, in
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a simultaneous discrimination task where red is positive (correct)

and blue is negat'ive (incorrect), the stimuli can be broken down

into four separate components; red, blue, left, right. The response

of approaching each component has some measurable strength' The

four components combine to produce compounds and on any trial the

response is made to the compound with the highest "strength"' spence

maintained that the excitatory and inhibitory response tendencies

are directly modified by reward and did not employ any internal

mediating processes. Continuity theory therefore conceptualised

discrimination learning as a gradual combining of basic excitatory-

inhibitory tendencies to stimulus elements. Learning could occur

for any stimulus "which impinged on the animal's sensorium at or

near the critical moment of response" (sutherland & Mackintosh,

1971, p.5).

Non-continuity theorists Lashley (1929) and Krechevsky (1932)'

broke away from the tradition of exp'laining all discrimination

learning in terms of a simple combination of basic learning prg-

cesses. whereas spence (1936) minimised the role of perceptua'l

processing and emphasised the cumulative process of solving a

problem, non-continuity theory conceptual jsed discrimination learning

as a selective process where perceptual processing iS important'

In Lashley's (1929) view, attention to a dimension was all-or-none'

Attention was selective to the point where, while attending to one

dimension on a tria'|, nothing would be learned about a second

dimension. Th'is is known as the "strong non-continuity position"

(Mackjntosh, 1965). Learn'ing was not, therefore, a gradual
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cumulation, but all-or-none, and involved a series of hypotheses

which were modified by reward, and shifts in attention were abrupt.

The distinction between continuity and non-continuity theories

in terms of their use of attentional processes was therefore clear

cut, but after this period it became more "natural to characterise

current theories as parallel and interactive, rather than as distinct

choices" (Medin, 1976, p.132). However, these theories provided a

strong foundation for new theoretical ideas. 0f special interest in

this respect is the work of Lawrence (1949, 1950) and his associates,

who laid the foundation for the re-awakening of interest in the role

of attention in discrimination learning.

Theories of Attention in Discrimination Learning

A number of theoretical mode'ls of attention describe and predict

aspects of discrimination learning. Mackintosh (1970) believes that

whi'le there has been a proliferation of terms in this area, there.

are some ideas which are cormon to all theorists who describe learn-

ing mechanisms various'ly as mediational, observing, attentional or

orienting responses. Such areas of conmon ground include beliefs

that organisms "respond selectively in some not always specified

manner, that a1l stimuli are not equally effective and that these

differences in effectiveness are not merely the consequences of

static variables such as discriminabi'lity or temporal relationship

to the nesponse" (Mack'intosh , 1970, p. 173 ) .

Theories discussed here are those that use attentional concepts
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to characterise learning processes.

Lawrence

Lawrence (1949, 1950) reintroduced the role of attention in

discrimination learning as a result of demonstrations of transfer

effects that cont'inuity theory could not predict. He believed two

questions were of fundamental importance in the continuity/non-

continuity controversy. One involved establishing whether stimulus-

response associations were best described as involving a gradual

process or were an all-or-none affair; the second, asked whether

all aspects of the stimulus situation become associated with the

response or on1y selected ones.

In general Lawrence's (1949) theory expresses a compromise

between the original continuity and non-continuity theorists. Like

the non-continuity theorists Lawrence emphasised the importance of

perceptual processes and described learn'ing as a selective process'

He believed the systematic analysis of the relationship between

training and test problems would provide important information about

the nature of these processes. With respect to the issue of

stimulus-response associations, unlike the non-continuity theories

that describe shifts in attention as all-or-none or abrupt, Lawrence

(1949) postulated that changes in attention are of a gradual and

continuous nature. l,Jith respect to the issue of stimulus selection,

Lawrence argued that any particular stimu'lus in a transfer task does

not have a fixed salience, but rather acquires a distinctiveness as

a resu'lt of its own reinforcement history and that of other stimuli
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in the situation.

Lawrence'S approach "divided the usua'l stimulus-respgnse

association formulated by learning theorists into two parts with

learning occurring within the perceptual, or 'sensory' component and

within the response or 'motor' component" (1949, p.187). Learning

is thus seen as a two-stage process, one involving the establishment

of a coding response, the other an association between the stimulus-

as-coded (SAC) and the overt response. This two-stage process has

continued to be an important facet of theories of selective attention

(Lovejoy, 1968: Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971: Zeaman & House, 1963).

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) for example deve'loped this idea and

made it a fundamental part of their 'analyser theory"

In his experiments with rats Lawrence (1949, 1950) aimed to

analyse what is involved in learning to attend to a specific stimulus

and to formulate rules which govern attentional learning. His

experimental designs attempted to separate out the proposed per-

Ceptual and response components. Lawrence argued that transfer

between s'imu'ltaneous and successive conditional problems cou'ld not

involve the transfer of any instrumenta'l response, but would depend

upon changes in the mediating attentional responses.

Using both dimensional preference and speed of transfer as his

dependent variable, Lawrence (1949, 1950) established that positive

and negative attentional effects occur, in that previous experience

with a dimension (eg. brightness) in a simu'ltaneous discrimination
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task increased the rate at which a new' successive task was per-

formed relative to previous experience wjth unrelated dimensions

such as width of maze Or texture of maze floor. However, while

establishing that such effects can occur, the experiments provided

little information about the nature of the transfer effects.

Goodwin and Lawrence (1955) also examined the effect of train-

ing rats to ignore a dimension by making the dimension in question

irrelevant to responding. They found that it is possible to pretrain

animals to ignore a particular dimension and that such pretraining

retards learning of a subsequent discrimination invo'lving that

dimension. The overall finding of Lawrence's experiments is that

the rate at which a specific stimu'lus is learned'is affected by

previous exposure to that stimulus dimension and other dimensions.

Lawrence's (1949, 1950) experiments have been criticised on the

basis of not taking into account pre-experimental dimensional

preferences and on the assumption that instrumental responses

required in a simultaneous discrimination are not the same as those

required in a successive discrimination using the same cues (Siegel'

1967), the support for which is equivocal . Issues raised by these

experiments, hOwever, become a Vital part of theories that

incorporated or challenged the concept of se'lective attention.

Lawrence's reduction of the distinction between continuity and non-

cont'inuity theories by combining concepts from each was an important

contribution to later theorising.
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Sutherl and and Macki ntosh

In the tradjtion of the non-continuity theorists (Lashley'

1929) and of Lawrence (1949, 1950), Mackintosh (1965, 1971, L977)

emphasised that it was the central process of attention that

determined which stimuli impinging on the organism would control

behaviour. Like Lawrence's theory, Mackintosh's two-stage (1965)

theory distinguished two distinct components in discrimination

learning: an attentional component and a choice component. The

attentional component involved learning to attend to a relevant

stimulus dimension, and determined the extent to which the subiect's

behaviour would be controlled by that stimulus rather than by

another at that particular moment. The choice component involved

the animal learning to attach the correct responses to stimul'i having

different values on a particular dimension.

t'lackintosh (1965) saw the experimental evidence as showing that

attention selects between stimulus dimensions in humans, and not

between obiects as orienting response theories predict. Unlike the

'strong non-continuity position' (Lashley, 1929), Mackintosh did

not assume attention to a dimension to be 'all-or-none'. His

modified non-continuity position assumed that attention to one cue

did not preclude an animal learning anything about a second cue, but

it did reduce the amount learned.

An advantage of two-stage theories over other two-stage accounts

of discrimination learning is that attention theories permit the

parameters associated with attentional and choice resPonses to be
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manipulated independently. "Having established that the amount

'learned about any cue can be affected by attention", Mackintosh

(1965, p.131) argued "the next step would seem to be to investigate

what variables increase or decrease the range of attention"' One

set of experiments that have tried to separate out the attentional

Or classification component from the choice or response component

is that of 'acquired distinctiveness of cues', described earlier

as formu'lated by Lawrence (1949). Evidence from such paradigms

indicated to Mackintosh (1965) that pretraining to attend to a given

dimension wil'l benefit learning of a discrimination involving that

dimension - irrespective of the re]ationship between the responses

required in the two Problems.

Sutherland (1964) was also concerned that learning theorists

in the 1930s and 1940s had neg'lected the classification of stimulus

imput, and had concentrated on how responses are learned. Using

some of the ideaE originally proposed by non-continuity theoristsn

his work with Mackintosh and his own work on shape recognition'

Sutherland identified and named two distinct mechanisms operating

in discrimination tasks. The first mechanism governed which cue or

dimension the organism attended to and involved learned to "switch-

in analysers". The second mechanism governed the attachment of the

correct responses to the outputs from the 'ana'lyser'. Response

attachments to the analyser output were said to be strengthened by

reward. However, "the strength with which an analyser is switched

in depends on djfferences in its outputs being consistently

associated with the subsequent occurrence of events of importance
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to the animal, whether these events are rewarding or punishing"

(1964, p.57).

l'lany of the ideas set out in earlier papers have been combined

to form the more formal statement by Sutherland and l'lackintosh

(1971) of two-process theory of discrimination learning. Two maior

features of this model are two-process learning and the inverse

hypothesis.

Two-process learning.

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) assume that two processes

are involved in learning. Initially the organism must learn to

attend to the relevant stimulus dimension, and then, learn to attach

the correct responses to stimu'li with different values on this

dimension. These two prbcesses operate serially, rather than in

para1le1. In terms of the model this involves the combined

probabilities of firstly, 'switching-in' the correct analyser, and,

secondly, choosing the correct response to attach to that analyser

(see Figure 1.). These two processes are not governed by the same

rules. Responses are strengthened by reward, weakened by non-reward,

but analyser strength is increased when its outputs consistently

make correct predictions about further events of importance to the

organi sm.

The inverse hypothesis.

The model assumes an inverse relationship between analyser
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strengths. The strengths of different analysers can be modified

by procedural variab'les. As the probability of attending to one

stimulus dimension increases, the probability of attending to the

second dimension (or other dimensions) decreases in a complementary

manner.

Analyser strength may be subject to direct acquisition or

extinction by trial outcome, or, because analyser strengths sum to

unity, may be subject to indirect acquisition or extinction. 0f

particular interest in this respect is the assumption that the

relative dominance of different analysers can be affected by different

training procedures. Therefore, the way the organism learns about

the dimensions in a discrimination task can be modifed by the training

procedure itself.

Mackintosh (1965) conmenting on results from Goodwin and

Lawrence (1955), recognised that it was possible to show that prior

training with a cue that is irrelevant retards subsequent learning

when that cue is relevant. Irrelevance is defined experimentally

when two cues on a given dimension are non-differentially reinforced.

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) showed that "discrimination training

depresses subsequent control of behaviour by irrelevant stimuli

present during train'ing" (p.467), and that differential training on

a salient rather than a non-salient dimension suppresses a new

di scrimi nation.
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Lovejoy

Loveioy (1968) described a quantitative theory for two-choice

discrimination'learning, primarily designed to explain simultaneous

visual discriminations by rats. Like Sutherland (1964) and

Mackintosh (1965), Lovejoy (1968) claimed that simultaneous

discriminations should be characterised in terms of stimulus rather

than response selection.

Lovejoy's (1968) model III draws a clear distinction between

two selective mechanisms which are normally described together as

'selective attention'. The first of these is a control mechanism,

which determines how an animal responds selectively to one dimension

or another. It is what Mackintosh (1965) refers to as learning to

attend to the relevant stimulus dimension. A control strength

exists for each dimension and is determined by the relationship

between the distinctiveness (or salience) of the dimension and by

cue-specific feedback expressed in terms of the preference for the

two cues on that dimension (see below). The second of these is a

learning mechanism, and determines how an anima'l 'learns about one

d'imension or another.

In examining the re'lationship between these two mechanisms,

Lovejoy assumes, un1ike Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) 's 'inverse

hypothesis', that animal's "simply learn about that one cue by which

they were just controlled" (1968, p.45). Evidence has shown that

this 'strong non-continuity assumption' is not always correct.

Lovejoy modified this assumption to some extent, but suggested there
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is evidence to suspect a correlation between control and learning,

Firstly, both the probability of control by a dimension in his

Model III and the probability of learning about a dimension depend

primarily on the distinctiveness of that dimension. However,

distinctiveness is not the only factor that determines which dimension

controls behaviour. The probability of a dimension controlling

behaviour is defined by:

Di* Ai

v(l - v)
Equation (1)

where Dt in the nondirectable and Ai the directable component of a

cue's distinctiveness, and v(1 - v) represents the preference for

two cues on the dimension. where only one cue is avairabre on a

dimension (ie: constant-irrelevant), this feedback principle predicts

that at the end of training the probabi'lity of control by that

dimension remains at its base-level distinctiveness or salience.

The control and learning mechanisms can therefore be modified by

prior experimental experience.

Evidence has shown that pre-training with a cue can facilitate
or inhibit future learning or contro'l with that or other cues

(Lawrence, 1949: Mackintosh, 1965). "such training makes an animar

more likely to attend to the previously relevant cue, and hence'less

likely to attend to other cues" (Lovejoy, 1968, p.57). Lovejoy uses

attention for situations where it is known that learning or control

is changing, but we cannot specify which, and he reserves this term

in his ovJn model for when contro'l and learning are perfectly correlated.
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Sunrnary of Lovejoy's (1968) and Sutherland and Mackintosh's (1971)

Two-process accounts of DiscriminatloR Learning

Lovejoy (1968) and Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) offered

two-process accounts of discrinrination learning. The first of these

processes involves learning to attend to the relevant stimulus

dimension and the second process involves learning to attach the

correct response to stimuli on that dimension. In both accounts the

two processes are described as operating serially, rather than in

parallel, and the first process is an attentional, dimension-specific

factor.

In both models learning is conceptualised as a gradual process'

incrementing over trials. The theoretical postulates of acquisition

and extinction implicated in 'learning, and that correspond to the

operations of reinforcement and non-reinforcement in discrimination

learning, are app'lied to both the first and second stages of both

models in some form. In particular, with respect to the first'

attentional stage, acquisition processes operate directly to increase

the probability of attending to the relevant dimension of training,

while extinction processes operate to decrease the probability of

attending to the irrelevant dimension.

Both Loveioy, and Sutherland and Mackintosh subscribe to an

"inverse hypothesis" of attentiona'l modifiability. As the probability

of attending to one dimension increases the probability of attending

to all other dimensions decreases in a complementary way.
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An important aspect of these theories for this thesis is how

to account for changes in attention that result from different

training procedures. This raises the issue of to what extent the

theories allow for modifiable as opposed to non-modifiable aspects

of attention. "An aspect of attention is called modifiable' or

directable, insofar as the response strength or sampl'ing probability

for a particular dimension (or a given set of cues) may change with

reinforcement. It is non-directable if it remains constant for a

g'iven set of cues throughout training" (Fisher & Zeaman ' 1973' p'205) '

Theoretical descriptions vary as to the extent they allow for

modifiable aspects of attention. Lovejoy (1968) has made this

distjnction explicit; Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) acknowledge

that attributes of the incoming stimulus (eg. stimulus novelty) can

also determine analyser strength, as wel'l as changes in strength due

to learning.

Both Loveioy, and Sutherland and Mackintosh acknowledge the

important role of the irre'levant dimension in Phase 1 in determining

the degree of control by that same dimension in Phase 2. For

example, Loveiov (1968) would predict that where only one cue is

available on the irrelevant dimension in Phase 1 (constant-irrelevant),

at the end of training the probability of control by that dimension

would remain at its base-level salience, rather than being reduced

to virtually zero.

TRANSFER PARADIGMS

Theories of attention have been evaluated using transfer
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paradigms where a discrimination with different stimulus dimensions

'is transferred to a new discrimination. The genera'l rationale is to

change the dimensions or specific training values in the transfer

task in order to determine their relative importance. The two

transfer paradigms described below are the Reversal-Extradimensional

shift (RV-ED) comparison and the Intradimensional-Extradimensional

shift (ID-ED) comparison. These paradigms have been specifically used

to test some of the theoretically critical issues in accounts of

two-process theories of attention in discrimination Iearning as will

be explained later. For example, they provide the opportunity to

assess the importance of prior experience in deternrining dimensional

salience, the effects of changing stimulus attributes in dimensional

transfer, and can differentiate between theoretica] positions with

respect to the manner in which dimensions are processed.

The Reversal -Extradimensional Shift Paradigm

The Reversal (RV) shift and Extradimensional (ED) shift

comparison was introduced by Buss (1953) and received a great deal

of theoretical and methodological examination. The shift

comparison took a number of forms according to the nature of the

stimulus material, the pre-shift and post-shift aray, but a typical

RV-ED shift comparison would involve the following basic design

(Figure 2). In the pre-shift discrimination task, one dimension

(colour) is designated 'relevant' and the other dimension (form)

'irrelevant' to the solution of the problem. The relevant dimension

is consistently associated with reinforcement, while the irrelevant

dimension is reinforced randomly. After a training criterion has
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been reached, subjects are transferred, usually without any prior

warning, to a RV shift or an ED shift (Figure 2). The RV shift

requires the subject to continue to respond to the previously

'relevant' colour dimension, but responses that were reinforced in

the presence of red are now reinforced in the presence of b'lue. The

stimuli are identica'l for the ED shift, but now reinforcement is

associated w'ith the previously 'irrelevant' dimension - form, and

co'lour is reinforced randomly.

Using a block classification task, Buss (1953) found that

subjects performed an RV shift faster than a non-RV shift, although

both were performed more slowly than the original pre-shift

discrimination task. He accounted for this difference in terms of

partial reinforcement. He claimed the acquisition of the new response

in the ED shift condition was retarded by the intermittent reinforce-

ment of pre-shift responses to stimuli during the post-shift phase.

For example, a response to red (Figure 2) in the post-shift ED

condition was still reinforced on 50% of the trials, as opposed to

100% on pre-shift trials, even though it was no longer relevant to

the correct so'lution of the prob'lem. This served to retard the

extinction of responses to the old relevant dimension, colour. In

the RV shift, however, the reinforcement contingencies were completely

changed and o'ld responses were never reinforced, hence no delay in

extinction. Thus performance was poorer in the ED shift compared to

the RV shift.

Kendler and D'Amato (1955) repeated the RV-ED shift in a card
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sorting task, but they designed the post-shift task so that there was

no opportunity for partial reinforcement in the first few post-shift

trials. There was still a performance decrement in the ED shift,

which could not be accounted for by partial reinforcement.

The RV-ED shift comparison t.ras the most popular means in the

1950s and early 1960s of testing whether two-stage theories (eg.

Lawrence, 1949: Zeaman & House, 1963) or single-stage theories

(eg. Spence, 1936) could best account for the transfer of various

responses in discrimination tasks. The main problem with the RV shift

was that it incorporated in the design two types of response transfer.

Shepp and Tumisi (1966) refer to these as instrumental-response

transfer and mediating-response transfer. Mediating-response transfer

refers to the transfer of such conceptual responses as the activity

of 'stimulus analysers' (Sutherland & Mackintosh, I97L), and

observing responses (Wyckoff, 1952: Zeaman & House, 1963). The

nature of this response forms the major difference between the number

of two-stage mediational theories that have been invoked to account

for discrimination learning. t'lolff's (1967) review of the ID-ED

paradigm concluded that the "principal factors operating in the shift
process in general are probably attentional in nature, as Zeaman and

House (1963) have proposed, rather than verbal or perceptual as other

investigators have sometimes imp1ied". 0pportunities for instrumental-

response transfer are found in situations where specific stimuli

present in the pre-shift discrim'ination task are present in the post-

shift task. This occurs in the RV shift where the stimuli are not

changed from one task to the other (see Figure 2), but response
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contingencies are changed-

The availabi'lity of instrumental-response transfer posed problems

for the RV-ED shift. Slamecka (1968) evaluated the deve'lopment of

shift paradiqms and their theoretical implications for accounting for

human visual discriminations. He examined the RV-ED shift in detai'l

and discussed five sources of bias associated with this paradigm for

testing single stage versus two-stage tneories. Stamecka descrtbed

three sources of bias which operated in favour of a faster solution of

tne Rv shrft: the differential opportunity for detection of snifts'

the differential presence of intermittent rernforcement and, the

<tifferential obviousness of post-shift solutions (1968).

These methodologrcal problems, together with the differential

rransfer of sortinq responses in the RV-ED shift made results difficult

to interpret with respect to single versus two-stage theories of

attention. Slamecka (1968) tnerefore believeo the tactic was to

"abandon the use of the RV shrft while maintaining fidelity to the

original shift ratronale and to the theoretical question that its use

was intenOed to answer" (p.435). He sought to replace it with a new

paradiqm that had been reported by E'imas (f965) as more appropriate

for examining the role of attention in discrim'ination learning - the

Intradimensional (ID) - Extradimensional (ED) shift comparison.

Tne Intradimensional -Extradimensional Shfl!-Pg-fqljgm

The ID-ED comparison invo'lves two phases of discrimination

training. A typical ID snjft design involves training a subject to
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discriminate between stimuli which may be presented successively or

simultaneously. The training stimuli vary along two dimensions

(Figure 3). As in the RV-ED shiftr one dimension is designated

'relevant' and the other dimension 'irrelevant' to the solution of the

discrimination task. One component of the relevant dimension is

consistently associated with reinforcement, while the other component

on this dimension is associated with either no reinforcement or

reinforcement at a lower rate. The second dimension remains irrelevant

and is reinforced randomly throughout the training task. The

subsequent post-trainfng shift involves testing the subject with new

stimuli which are made up of two new values from the same two

dimensions. Differentia'l reinforcement in the second phase of an ID

shift is still associated with the original 'relevant' dimension of

the first phase.

The ED shift uses identica'l stimuli to the ID shift in both the

training and the post-shift phases. Training procedures follow the

same course as those given for the ID shift. In the second phase,

however, differential reinforcement is associated with the previous

irrelevant dimension and the previous relevant dimension is now

randomly reinforced. In terms of Garner's (1970) distinction between

dimensions and features, in the ID-ED shift, both dimensions remain

the same in the pre-shift and post-shift phases, whereas features

(values of stimu'li on the dimensions) change between the phases. In

the RV-ED shift, both dimensions and features remain the same between

phases.

One advantage of the ID-ED over the RV-ED in comparing different
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theoretical perspectives is that it reduces the comparison to a

theoretically critical one: what conditions affect the post-shift

dimensiona'l change. A second advantage is that it eliminates

possible partial reinforcement effects due to instrumenta'l-response

transfer, while still allowing for attention to transfer. That is,
positive attentiona'l transfer can be assessed in the absence of

instrumental-response transfer. In Lawrence's experiment (1949),

instrumental-response transfer was eliminated, and by retaining the

same stimuli for both the ID and ED shift in the pre-shift and post-

shift phases the same basic manipulation is achieved. Only the

reinforcement contingencies associated with those dimensions change.

Experiments utilising the ID-ED shift or 'total change' paradigm

(Esposito, 1975a) were first reported by Shepp and Eimas (1964) with

rats and later with human subjects (Shepp & Turrisi, 1966: Trabasso,

Deutsch & Gelman,1966) although the paradigm has been included in

ear'lier experiments under other names. For example, Isaacs and Duncan

(196?) incorporated such a comparison in their experiments calling

them "Non-Reversal to the Same dimens.ion (NRS)' (cf. ID shift) and

'Non-Reversal to Different dimension (NRD)' (cf. ED shift). They

were the first to include an ID-ED shift with adults in their
experimental design. They noted that there was disagreement among

various researchers (Buss, 1953: Harrow & Friedman, 1958: Kendler &

DrAmato, 1955) who had used the RV-ED shift to establish whether a

mediationa'l theory could account for the way human adults learn and

transfer in such concept tasks. Isaacs and Duncan (1962) concluded

that fai'lure to confirm unambiguously the theoretical predictions
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could be avoided if appropriate contro'l groups were pnovided. As

mediation theory would predict (Kendler & D'Amato, 1955) human adults

consistently took more trials to learn non-Reversal shifts than

Reversal shifts. However, mediation theory, which utilises the

transfer of a dimension-specific response, also predicted that the RV

shift should be learned faster than a control group that learns only

the transfer task, because the reversal group should allow for the

positive transfer of that dimension-specific response. It was here

that the ambiguities arose. The superiority of the Reversal group in

tenns of trials to criterion over a control task only group, depended

on the nature of that control group.

For example, Isaacs and Duncan (1962) found that the RV condition

had significantly fewer trials to criterion (T = 7.52) than an ED

shift condition (X = L3.77). It was also found that an ID shift

condition (X.=3.03) was performed the fastest. From these results they

concluded that performance in all groups cou'ld largely be accounted

for by a combination of two factors: "non-specific transfer (eg. a

v,lann-up effect) and a specific tendency to continue to respond in

transfer to the dimension of stimuli reinforced in training" (p.585).

The ID-ED shift paradigm is still being used to investigate the

conditions under which attention can be modified,

Theoretical predictions for the ID-ED Shift Paradigm

Two-process theories of attention in discrimination learning

predict that in general the ID shift will be performed faster than

the ED shift because the dimension-specific first stage means that
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attention will transfer more rapidly within than between dimensions.

The theories describe the development of some cue-independent

strength of attention. Acquisition processes in the first discrimin-

ation task of the shift (Phase-l) increase the probability of attending

to the relevant dimension, and decrease the probability of attending

to the irrelevant dimension. This irelevant dimension subsequently

becomes relevant in the second discrimination task (Phase-Z) only for

the ED shift.

The 'inverse hypothesis' demands that as the probability of

attending to the relevant dimension in Phase-l nears 1.0, the

probability of attending to the irrelevant dimension is virtually zero.

The ED shift will therefore be performed re'latively slowly because the

probability of attending to the relevant dimension in Phase-2 is low

and the process of re-learning the relevance of this dimension is seen

as a gradua'l one. The ID-ED comparison itself is not designed to test

the correctness of the inverse hypothesis as the procedure requires

the subject to respond to one dimension at the expense of the other.

It is important, however, to note how such a parameter affects the

predicted performance of the two types of shift.

Sutherland and Mackintosh's (1971) model specifica1ly predicts

that "discrimination training suppresses subsequent control of

behaviour by irrelevant stimuli present during the training,' (E-31,

p.a57). They hypothesise that if a dimension is present but

irrelevant in Phase-l, subsequent learning about that dimension in

Phase-Z is impaired compared to the case where the dimension is not
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present in Phase-1. This would suggest that the positive transfer

would be partly a result of the neutralising of irrelevant stimuli

during Phase-1 training.

An alternative to not presenting the Phase-2 relevant dimension

in Phase-l is to hold the cue on the dimension constant. In other

words, the cues on the relevant dimension of Phase-l are permitted to

vary and are associated with differential reinforcement, whi'le the

cue on the irrelevant dimension of Phase-l remains at a constant

value. It has been argued that the probability of attending to a

dimension is directly re'lated to the physical distance between cues

on a dimension. Fisher and Zeaman predict that when the irrelevant

dimension is held constant-irrelevant "with no competition from

irre'levant dimensions the remaining relevant dimensions (with variable

cues, of course) control performance to about the same extent in both

ED and ID conditions" (1973, p.220). The control strength mechanism

in Lovejoy's (1968) model predicts the same ID-ED performance when the

irrelevant dimension of Phase-l is constant-irrelevant.

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) modified their earlier pre-

dictfon (E-31) of the effects of discrimination'learning to take the

salience of the dimensions into account (E-25). t'lhile non-

differential training of a salient dimension may retard subsequent

learning on that dimension, non-d'ifferential training with a non-

salient cue may facilitate subsequent learning. As sutherland and

Mackintosh's (1971) model inc'ludes both non-modifiable, fixed, and

modifiable components, the model would therefore predict some
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interactlons between dimensional preferences and the type of shift.

In summary, the main prediction for the ID-ED shift paradigm

by two-process theories discussed here is that the ID shift will be

performed faster than the ED shift. However, two main factors are

described that qualify this prediction. Firstly, the effects of

ID and ED training may be modified by the presence, absence or

constant-irrelevance of the Phase-2 relevant dimension in Phase-1.

Secondly, by the pre-experimenta'l salience of the dimensions.

Determinants of the ID-ED Shift Difference

Studies of the performance of human visual discrimination

tasks have followed two basic strategies. "The first has been con-

cerned with the testing of hypotheses regarding the properties of

mediating responses and the attempt to discover process laws pertain-

ing to these responses. The second class of experiments has been

either developmental'ly or comparatively oriented (Shepp & Turisi,
1966, p.86). l'lith regard to the developmental question, Esposito

(1975a) reviewed the experimental variables that affect children's

performance on discrimination shift tasks. The theoretical issue

around which his paper was organised was "whether or not young

children can mediate or conceptualise stimuli as being instances of

more general dimensions" (p.a32) and at what age mediation begins.

Kendler and Kendler (1962) proposed a developmental trend in the

ability to exhibit a mediated response. This question has been

examined empirically by the comparison of various types of transfer

task. It is the ID-ED shift which is relevant to the present review.
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A number of studies (eg. Nehrke, 1973: Shanab & Yasin, 1979:

Uhl, 1966) have examined the effects of manipulating different

variables on the performance of the ID-ED shift. Results from

these experiments have shown that ID shifts are performed faster in

terms of tria'ls or errors to a pre-determined criterion than are ED

shifts. }lolff (1967) concluded that perhaps the "best established

finding in the CST literature is that for college students in two-

choice tasks, ID are easier than ED shifts - at least in the absence

of specific task instructions" (p.377), and this pattern of results

continues to be consistently found (eg. LeBow & Tritt,1971: Shanab

& Yasin, 1979).

Dimensions.

In visual, two-choice discriminations, the concept of stimulus

dimension is critically important. Shepp and Turrisi (1966)

proposed that the concept of stimulus dimension is useful as an

operational method of specifying stimulus arrays, and also as a

theoretical construct along which transfer may be postulated to

operate. A stimulus dimension is defined operationally as a class of

stimuli (Shepp & Turisi, 1966, p.87) and comprises two subcategories.

The first subcategory, re'levant versus irrelevant dimensions, has

been discussed with respect to the shifts described earljer.

Relevant dimensions are where stimulus values on the dimension are

correlated with different reinforcement, whi'le irrelevant dimensions

are those where dimensional stimulus values are related randomly to

reinforcement. The second subcategor.y, involves a qualitative

versus quantitative dist'inction. Qualitative dimensions have no
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irrnediately obvious underlying continuum, but may be multidimensional

(eg. form), while quantitative dimensions allow continuous variation
in stimulus value (eg. size). The contribution of the effects of the

different combinations of stimulus dimensions has been investigated

in the fairly limited literature of adult ID-ED shift comparisons.

In particular, the properties of stimuli and stimulus dimensions has

been well researched (Esposito, 1973: Harper, l97B: Harrow, 1964:

Kennedy & Gersten, 1976: Ozioko & May, lg77: uhl , 1966: l,latson 1975).

(i) Dimensional salience

One important property of stimulus dimensions is their
relative salience (Lovejoy, 196s). Harow (1964) claimed that',in
order to relate the resurts in this area to various theoretical
formulations with greater exactness, there is need of a more precise

analysis concerning which stimulus factors or combination of factors,
are responsible for the relatively quicker learning of reversal
shifts by most older human subjects" (p.330). Although this
specifica'l1y related to the reversal-ED shift, the same also applies
to the ID-ED shift. Harrow (1964) counterbalanced his dimensions in
the ID and ED groups. Half the groups transferred from a colour to
a shape discrimination, the other half from shape to colour.
comparing Harrow's ID group to the ED group it was found that in both

cases (ie. shape to colour and colour to shape) that the ID was

performed significant'ry faster than the ED. However, there was arso

a significant interaction (dimension by shift) in the re]evant ANOVA.

For the shape to colour groups the difference in performance h,as

mean trials to criterion of 2.3 and 6.4 for the ID and ED groups
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respectively. For the colour to shape groups, however, mean trials

to criterion were 4.4 and 38.4 for the ID and ED groups respectively'

These data show that the shape discrimination took more trials to

learn than did the colour discrimination, particularly in the ED

shift condition. The nature of the specific dimensions must therefore

influence the extent of difference between ID and ED shift conditions.

Dimensional salience was also demonstrated by Ozioko and May

(1977) using adult college students as subjects. Preliminary scaling

of the five dimensions (form, number of forms, size, position and

dots within the form) by subjects who did not participate in the main

experiment, showed form to be the most dominant dimension and

position to be the least dominant. Using errors to criterion as the

dependent variable,Ozioko and May (L977) showed two main effects of

dimensional dominance: (1) In Pre-shift training, those groups for

which the most dominant dimension was relevant made significantly

fewer errors (1.88) than those groups for which the least dominant

dimension l'ras relevant (7.00 mean erors). (2) In Post-shift transfer

there was no significant difference between ID and ED performance

(n.s.) when the dominant dimension was relevant in Phase-2. But,

ID was learned significantly faster than the ED when the least

dominant dimension was relevant.

In an experiment using university students, Esposito (1973)

demonstrated that the ID-ED djfference could be attenuated by using

a high'ly salient or dominant dimension. He examined the combined

effect of dimensiona'l sa'lience and novelty of stimul i in a design
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which compared ID and ED shifts using partial and total change

designs. The dependent variab]es were number of transformed trials
and number of errors to criterion. He found that for the total

change low saliency group there was a significant difference between

ID and ED shift performance, whereas for the total change high

saliency group this difference did not reach significance. Esposito

(1973) also established in this experiment that the total change

(ID-ED) paradigm was superior to the partial change design for

examining shift'learning as in the latter, novelty effects are con-

founded with shift effects. The results of experiments using

partial change designs may therefore be due to stimulus novelty rather

than attentional processes.

Dimensional dominance has been shown to interact with other

effects. Esposito (1975b) examined the effect of dimensional

dominance and overtraining on the performance of the ID-ED shift with

.adult students. His dependent variable was mean number of trials to
criterion. Esposito found that overtraining facilitated the ID shift
for the low-dimensional salience group, but not the ED shift. Over-

training had no differential effect on the high-dimensional salience

group. This had the effect of increasing the ID-ED difference in the

low-salience group compared to the h'igh-salience group. This result

extends campione's (1969) findings with retardates that the ID-ED

difference may increase when the shift is to a non-prefemed or non-

salient dimension, to a case where overtraining is included.

However, in the criterion-trained group (Esposito, lg75b) there was

no difference between performance on the ID and ED shifts for either
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high or low sa]iency groups, but the high-saliency groups performed

both tasks significantly faster than the low-saliency groups.

These studies (Esposito, 1973, 1975b: Harrow, 1964: 0zioko &

May, 7977) therefore demonstrate the importance of examining the

effects of dimensiona'l salience or dominance in an ID-ED shift
paradigm in order that differential performance can be attributed

to the manner in which attention transfers from one task to another,

rather than accounted for by other dimension related factors.

(ii) Nature of the stimulus dimension

One branch of enquiry has investigated the qualitative nature

of the stimulus dimensions used. Eimas (1966) attempted to support

a dimensional mediation hypothesis that predicted superior perform-

ance in an ID shift compared to an ED shift using a total change

design. He found that the ID shift was performed significanily
faster. conrnenting on the Eimas (1966) use of geometric stimuli,
Slamecka (1968) suggested that 'the usual colored geometric stimuli ..
employed in this experiment might conceivably allow a non-mediational

account based upon the operation of a primary stimulus-generalisation

mechanism' (p.a36).

In his olrn study, Slamecka (1969) used a total change (lD-ED)

paradigm with symbolic stimuli from various different ,,categorical

dimensions" (eg. animals, sports) cars, chemical, cities).
Slamecka (1969) found no pre-shift effect and that the post-shift

performance on the ID shift was superior to that on the ED shift.
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LeBow and Tritt (1971) argued that slamecka's (1969) dimensions may

not have been comparable with traditional dimensions such as geometric

form, colour, number and they repeated the experiment using typed

words. An example of their stimuli would read "blue two squares" or

"small centre tvarm". Again there uJas no pre-shift effect, but the

ID shift was performed more accurately than the ED shift. Both

slamecka (1969) and LeBow and Tritt (1971), however, had used control

groups which shifted to an entirely new set of dimensions, and,

whereas Slamecka had found significant positive and negative transfer

effects for the ID and ED groups respectively when compared to the

control, LeBow and Tritt did not. One of the conclusions that LeBow

and Tritt drew from this discrepancy was that "variables such as

type of stimuli and number of dimensions used.... may be important

in concept shift experiments" (1971, p.327) and may determine

whether or not a significant ID-ED performance difference is obtained.

Kennedy and Gersten (1976) examined transfer with geometric

stimuli (eg. form: circle-triangle) and symbolic stimuri (with

corresponding forms written in black, €9. ONE BLUE cIRcLE).

Kennedy and Gersten found no pre-shift effect. The post-shift mean

trials to criterion were 0.44 and l.z7 for ID and ED shifts
respectively using geometric stimuli, and 0.67 and 1.17 for ID and ED

shifts using symbolic stimuli. 0f particular interest is the

absence of a Shift by Stimulus type interaction. Kennedy and Gersten

concluded that "this finding lends no support to the hypothesis that

stimulus generalisation may be a biasing factor favouring ID shift
performance with coloured geometric stimuli as proposed by s'tamecka
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(1968)" (1976, p.460).

Particular stimulus values on the dimensions chosen for the

concept-shift tasks, however, may be important. Using college

students, Uhl (1966) compared the performance of an ID shift and ED

shift when the similarity between training and transfer stimuli was

systematically varied. Uhl found an interaction between type of

shift and shift stimulus. In Phase-l, all stimuli were coloured

forms (F-V) that also varied in size and position. In Phase-Z the

stimuli were now coloured forms (F-V - identical or Gt.l - different).

In ID groups form was relevant dimension throughout, while in ED

groups subjects transferred from a form to a colour discrimination.

Identical stimuli in training and transfer arrays produced a sloyiler

ED shift and a faster ID shift relative to the case where different

stimuli were used. Uhl (1966) concluded that the mediating response

was weakened by generalisation decrement. This weakening of the

mediating response makes the ID shift more difficult and the ED

shift easier. The results of this study "indicate that more refined

analysis in terms of stimulus attributes should be part of experiments

that compare IN (ID shifts) and EX (ED shifts)" (UhI,1966, p.433).

Variability of the irrelevant dimension.

In a simultaneous discrimination the irrelevant dimension can

be varied within tria'ls, between trials or be he'ld constant, and in

a successive discrimination can be varied over trials or held

constant (constant-irrelevant). Esposito (1975a) concluded that

this change in presentation of the irrelevant dimension had a
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consistently strong influence on the relative rates of ID and ED

shifts in children. Specifica'l'ly, in a simultaneous paradigm

resu'lts showed faster ID transfer than ED transfer when the

irrelevant dimension was varied between trials.

Dickerson, l'lagner and Campione (1970) varied the irre'levant

dimension in the post-shift task on1y, v{hile in a separate study

Shepp and Gray's (1971) factorial design inc1uded such manipulations

in both the pre-shift and post-shift task. The manipulation in both

studies involved varying the presentation of the irrelevant dimension

within and between trials. The genera'l result, in agreement with

Esposito (1975a) showed that when the irrelevant dimension was varied

within trials in the post-shift task, children learned the ED shift

slower than the ID shift, but this difference was e'liminated when the

imelevant dimension was presented between trials'

Ozioko and May (L977) investigated the effects of irrelevant

dimensjon variability as studies by Dickerson et al. (1970) had done.

This was to see whether Espositots (1975a) general finding could be

replicated with adult subjects. Ozioko and May examined two factors.

Firstly, the irrelevant dimension cou'ld vary either within or between

trials of a simultaneous discrimination, in both pre-shift training

and post-shift testing. Secondly, (as discussed above), the

dominance of the stimulus dimensions was examined.

The results of 0zioko and May's (L977) experiment showed all

three main effects (type of shift, dimensional dominance and
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variability of the irrelevant dimension) to be highly significant.

The co'llege students therefore learned the ID shift faster than the

ED shift when the irrelevant dimension varied within trials. The

ID-ED shift difference was not significant when the irrelevant

dimension varied between trials. These results also demonstrated

the importance of taking the relative dominance of the dimensions

into consideration as the ID-ED difference only occurred when the

post-shift array had a low-dominant dimension relevant. 0zioko and

May (L977) believe that their results extend the findings of

Dickerson et al. (1970) to adults and conclude "the negligible

difference between types of shift under BETI,IEEN-trial variation may

be due to the non-competitiveness or WITHIN-trial constancy of the

irre'levant dimensions" (7977, p.316).

Trabasso, Deutsch and Gelman (1966) working with children,

varied the presentation in another way. In attempting to assess the

relative roles of attentional and instrumental responses they

incorporated the ID-ED shift comparison and used single dimensional

rather than two-dimensional problems. They argued that "methodological

and theoretical considerations that result from partial reinforcement

both during initial training and shift learning are circumvented by

the absence of the irrelevant dimension" (p.12). There was no

difference between mean error for ID and ED shift when no irrelevant

dimension was present. It therefore appears to be important to

examine the influence of the irre]evant dimension, particularly in

those cases where the manipulation of the irrelevant dimension leads

to an absence of the typical ID-ED shift difference.
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Buss (1953) had earlier suggested that partial reinforcement

was a factor in the differential performance of discrimination shift

tasks. He argued that the Reversal shift was performed faster than

the ED shift because partial reinforcement (in this case 50%) of the

irre'levant dimension during training in the ED shift impaired transfer

to that dimension when it became relevant during the transfer phase.

Subsequent experiments involving various types of discrimination

transfers have shown the relationship between partial reinforcement

effects and performance to be comp'lex (Abraham et al , 1964: Gormezano

& Grant, 1958: Harpur, 1968).

Type of solution mode.

Lowenkron (1975) investigated the idea of conceptual versus

non-conceptual modes of learning. Subjects were identified as

conceptual (consistent) responders or non-conceptual (inconsistent)

responders on the basis of their responses to non-outcome trials in

both acquisition and transfer phase. "Conceptual" subiects responded

on no-outcome trials in a manner consistent with the reinforced

contingencies: that is, if form was the relevant dimension they

continued to respond to that dimension on non-reinforced trials.

"Non-conceptual" subjects did not. Using adult college students,

Lowenkron found that the ID shift was performed more rapidly than the

ED shift. It should be noted that subjects could change classification

from 'conceptual' to 'non-conceptual' and vice versa from the

acquisition phase to the transfer phase. Therefore the shift per-

formance was evaluated as a function of post-shift solution mode. The

ID shift was performed with fewer errors by 'consistent' than
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'inconsistent' subjects, but performance did not differ as a function

of solution mode in the ED shift. Lowenkron (1975) concluded that

"the superior performance of consistent subiects in the ID relative

to the ED shift gave support to a mediational interpretation of

their behaviour" (p.a53). Consistent subiects, he argued, learned

to attend to the relevant dimension during acquisition allowing

consistent behaviour on outcome trials and positive transfer to the

ID shift. Inconsistent subiects, on the other hand, learned

relatively specific associations between some of the stimu'li and the

correct responses, and therefore the ID-ED difference is attenuated.

Before such evidence can be accepted unequivocally, the classification

of subjects into 'consistent' and 'inconsistent' responders would

requi re re-exami nati on.

Age effects.

As part of a study to see whether age differences affected

mediational processes, Shanab and Yasin (1979) included a group of

young adults. Using a simultaneous ID-ED comparison Shanab and Yasin

found college students executed the ID shift (l?.25 trials to

criterion) significant'ly faster than the ED shift (20.31 trials to

criterion). Nehrke's (1973) data supported this finding. The ID

shift (young adult) group produced a mean of 2.66 emors to criterion

which did not differ sign'ificantly from original training, while the

ED shift (young adult) group produced a mean of 4.1.2 errors which

indicated significant negative mediational transfer from original

trai ni ng.
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Sunmary of Empirical Results

In sunmary, for experiments with human adults in the ID-ED

shift comparison, the consistent finding is that in the post-shift

phase, the ID shift is performed more accurately (in terms of errors

to criterion) or faster (in terms of trials to criterion) than the

ED shift over a range of conditions (eg. Isaacs & Duncan,1962:

Nehrke, Lg67: Shanab & Yasin, 1979). This confirms the general

finding for college students (trJolff, 1967) and children (Esposito'

1975a).

The extent of the ID-ED shift has been shown to be consistently

affected by two main factors:-

i) Dimenliole] lqljs4q. The ID-ED shift difference mav be

sharply attenuated when a subject is being transfemed to

a high salience dimension relevant in the post-shift

phase relative to being transferred to a low salience

dimension (Esposito, 1973: Harrow, 1964: 0zioko & May'

Le77) .

Although this was not the case for Esposito's (1975b)

criterion-trained groups, the h'i9h salience groups

consistently performed the ID and ED shifts faster than

the 'low sa'l i ence groups .

ii) Variability of the irre'levant djmension. The ID-ED shift

difference may be attenuated by varying the irrelevant
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dimension between trials compared to wilh!1 trials
(0zioko & May, L977). This is consistent with Esposito's

(1975a) surmary of studies comparing the variability of

the irrelevant dimension in a simultaneous discrimination.

The ID-ED shift difference has been generated using a range

of stimulus dimensions (Kennedy & Gersten, 1,976: LeBow & Tritt,
1971: Slamecka, 1968). Interactions between the stimuli used and

the type of shift can occur (Esposito, 1975b: Uhl, 1966).

ATTENTION AS TI.IO.DIMENSIONAL STIMULUS CONTROL

Traditiona'lly, the difference in performance on the ID and ED

shift is measured in terms of trials or errors to a pre-determined

criterion. Such differences in learning speed or accuracy have been

used to make inferences about the degree of control exerted by the

relevant and ime'levant stimulus dimensions of the original discrimin-

ation and have been accounted for in terms of attention processes

(eg. Esposito, 1975b: Harrow, 1964: LeBow & Tritt, 1971: Ozioko &

May, L977). For example, Kemler and Shepp (1971) compared trial-to-
last-error data over six different shift types to test their

hypotheses about changes in dimensiona'l control during transfer.

From significant differences in the TLE over the various shift types

they concluded that their results supported the assumption that

"both learned dimensional re]evance and irrelevance contribute to

performance in the transfer task" (p.126). Typica'lly, however, they

did not investigate the nature of degree of change in dimensional

control and failure to trace such development in the transitional
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stages of transfer is prevalent throughout the literature on

attention in discrimination learning. An exception is sub-problem

analysis (eg. Tighe, Glick & Cole, 1971) where discriminat'ion shift

data is ana'lysed to examine a subiect's response on each trial of a

probl em.

In most cases, therefore, the observation of an ID-ED

difference, while establishing dimensional learning, does not

directly reveal the specific source(s) of dimensiona'l transfer. In

order to assess this transitional stage more directly, a nebJ approach

js taken towards the transfer of attentional responses in adult

human discrimination learning.

Ray (L972) argues that attention is an unstable phenomenon

not well suited to the experimental design appropriate for stable

phenomena. She believes that research in this area requires more

emphasis on functional ana'lyses that follow stimulus-response

units through periods of transition. Functional analyses are well

suited to examining the attention which Ray (L972) sees as a

"critical relation between the environment and behaviour" (p.29a).

The precedent for defining attention as a controlling relation

was set by Skinner (1953) who saw attention as the relation between

a response and a discriminative stimulus. Skinner's criterion for

attention is whether or not a stimulus is exerting any effect on a

particular behaviour. If the behaviour is a function of the

stimulus, the observer is said to be attending to that stimulus.
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Stimulus contro1 serves a descriptive function and does not

have explanatory or theoretical properties. Definitions of stimulus

control are operational. Mackintosh (1977) has defined stimulus

control as a term that has come "to be used as a convenient shorthand

expression describing. .an observed relationship between changes

in external stimuli and changes in recorded behaviour". This

contro'l is readily and conveniently assessed with the procedure that

yields a generalisation gradient, a post-discrimination generalis-

ation test.

Honig (1970) has suggested that attentional effects can be

identified as modulations of stimulus control which take the form of

general differences in the slopes of generalisation gradients.

Attention arose as a theoretical issue in this context after it
became clear that some stimulus dimensions yie'lded flatter gradients

than others. The ID shift and the ED shift each involve two

discrimination tasks and therefore seem ideally suited to the afore-

mentioned analyses. Specifically, in discrimination learning,

different consequences of behaviour are predicted by two or more

stimulus values. One of these values may set the occasion for a

given behaviour and absence of that stimulus value (or presence of

another value) may occasion low probability of that behaviour. In

that case a response differential or discrimination obtains and the

behaviour is said to be under stimulus control. If the behaviour

changes systematically when the values of the stimulus are varied

along a dimension (as in a generalisation test) dimensional

stimulus control is evident. In particular, if control by st'imu'li
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along one dimension is much greater than control along other

dimensions, the subject is said to have attended to that dimension.

In this sense attention is equivalent to the empirical demonstration

of dimensional stimulus control.

Generalisation gradients have been used extensively to assess

responding along specific dimensions following discrimination

training in humans along one dimension (Doll & Thomas, 19672

Howard, 1979: Newlin, Rodgers & Thomas, 1979: Thomas, Svinicki

& Vogt, 1973: Thomas & Vogt, 1983: blhite & Thomas, 1979) and

in humans and pigeons along two dimensions (Atough, 19722 Chase

& Heinemann, L972: Johnson, 1970: Purtle & Newman, 1969). Such

tests involve the presentation of both training stimuli and

other stimul i along one or more dimensions in a random fashion,

usual'ly without feedback to the subject.

General isation tests have several advantages over the other

methods used in the ID-ED shift paradigm so far. Firstly, the

subject is exposed to the entire dimension (s) during testing.

Usually in the ID-ED shift comparison subjects are exposed to only

four values of any one dimension and they do not have the opportunity

to respond to those dimensions as a whole. The post-discrimination

generalisation test provides, therefore, a better opportunity to

discover the subject's response to the dimension which may not

agree with the experimenter's classification (Ray, 1972).

Secondly, these tests are carried out in extinction. It is
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less likely that the testing procedure, which sets out to measure

the extent of dimensional control, actually modifies control; it
allows the subject's responses during testing to be relatively

uncontami nated.

Thirdly, generalisation tests have the advantage that trends

and failures in responding become apparent very quickly. Testing

can begin at any point in time a'llowing assessment of control by

dimensions to take place before, during and after learning to

criterion in either Phase-l or Phase-2. It does not restrict

comparisons to post-Phase-l and Phase-2 terminal performance.

Responding can therefore be evaluated over trials (cf. subproblem

analysis). There is an increased tikelihood that rapid transitions

in stimulus control would be detected (Ray & Sidman' 1970).

Because al I subjects have undergone the same testi ng procedure

and have been exposed to the same set of stimuli, the results of the

experiment lend themselves to different kinds of analyses.

The Present Experiments

It is the aim of the following series of experiments to

systematically investigate some factors that affect the magnitude

of the ID-ED shift difference, and to use a framework that permits

a closer examination of the degree of control by stimulus dimensions.

Two-process theories (Lovejoy, 1968: Suther'land & Mackintosh' 1971:

Zeaman & House, 1963) predict an ID shift superiority over the ED

shift when two dimensions are simultaneously presented in a
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discrimination task. The present research extends this prediction

to successive discrimination (cf. Evans & Hogg,1976: Hogg & Evans'

1975, 1978) .

Experiment 1 compared data from post-discrimination generalis-

ation tests to the trials-to-criterion data and assessed the relative

dominance of the two dimension employed here (line length and line

orientation) by counterbalancing over shift conditions. In Experiment

2 the relative stimulus values on the relevant dimension in Phase-l

were reversed in the Intradimensional shift in Phase-2 to show that

any ID-ED differences cou'ld not be accounted for in terms of stimulus

generalisation, but rather, invo'lved attending to dimensions. In

Experiment 3, development of stimulus control along both length and

orientation dimensions during Phase-2 of the ID and ED shifts was

i nvesti gated by i ncl udi ng d'i fferent numbers of Phase-2 trai ni ng tri a'ls

before generalisation testing. Experiment 3 thus demonstrated the

gradual development of control by the previous'ly irrelevant dimension

in the ED shift, concurrent with a gradual loss of control by the

previously relevant dimension.

Experiments 4 to 6 focused on the components of the ED shift.

Experiment 4 attempted to differentiate between the two processes of

learned relevance and Iearned irrelevance which are confounded in

the ID-ED shift comparison. The effects of prior extradimensional

discrimination training were compared to those of non-differential

discrimination training by using a pseudo-discrimination paradigm.
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Experiment 5 examined whether the variability of the irrelevant

dimension is important in determing the size of the ID-ED shift (cf.

Esposito, 1975), In Experiment 5 there were two stimulus values on

the irrelevant dimension or one value (constant imelevant), in both

Phase-l and Phase-2 discriminations.

Experiment 6 repeated the conditlons of Experiment 5 but

only one dimension varied in the genera'lisation test, in order

examine the contribution of masking control in the ED shift by

relevant dimension of the Phase-l discrimination.

with

to

the
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EXPERIMENT 1

Most previous studies of the ID-ED shift have involved a

transfer paradigm in which discrimination training in phase-1

is followed by discrimination training in Phase-2 where the training

values are on the dimension that was relevant (ID) or imelevant

(ED) in Phase-1. Performance on the transfer task has typically
been assessed in terms of trials to a given criterion (trials
correct) or errors to criterion. Inferences about stimulus dimensions

that have been exerting control over discriminative performance have

therefore been drawn from between group comparisons of discriminative

performance rather than based direcily on the results of empirical

general isation gradients.

The aim of Experiment 1 was to ask whether the relevant

stimulus dimensions in the Phase-l and Phase-2 tasks of an ID-ED shift
did indeed exert dimensional stimulus contro'l over performance, and

whether that control was consistent with the typical ID-ED shift effect
(cf. Hogg & Evans , L97s, l97g). Different groups of subjects were

given a generalisat'ion test in which all possible combinatfons of a

range of stimulus values on two dimensions were presented. The test

was administered after Phase-1. training or after Phase-2 training for
ID and ED transfer groups.

The stimulus dimensions used in the present experiments were

the length and orientation of a single line. The design of the

experiment (Table l.) counterbalanced ID and ED shifts over the

length and orientation dimensions in order to establish the possible
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contribution of stimulus dominance to the ID-ED shift' Honig (1969)

states that it is important when examining the transfer of stimulus

control to systematica'lly counterbalance the experimental design to

demonstrate that any effects are attentional in nature, rather than

specific to a particular relationship between stimu]us dimensions'

A dominance relationship between dimensions has accounted for

discrepancies in obta'ining the ID-ED performance difference in

previous studies (Esposito, 1973: Harrow, l'964: Ozioko & May, 1977)'

In Experiment L, ID groups, ED groups and groups trained only

in the Phase-l task (NT groups), were trained with length or

orientation as the relevant Phase-l dimensions. As shown on Table I

whether length or orientation was the re]evant dimension in Phase-2

training was determined by the shift (ID or ED). In the genera'lis-

ation test, seven values of orientation were combined with seven

values of length in order to assess conioint control by both

di mensi ons .

METHOD

Subjects were 48 undergraduates whg were randomly allocated

between six groups with the constraint that each group comprised 5

males and 3 females. Qne subiect jn the ED (t) group was replaced

because of fajlure to reach the performance criterion withjn the

pre-set limit of 70 Phase-2 trials.

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted in a 4' by 5'white walled
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room. The experimenter lras separated from the subiect by a rigid

p'lastic screen (400nm x 500rrn) mounted on a small table. The screen

had a central rectangular hole (100nm x 60rnn) where stimulus cards

were displayed. The stimuli were constructed from 3nm wide letraset

lines in the centre of white cards (126rm x 75nm). There were 49

different stimuli. These comprised a'll combinations of line lengths

(8nm, 10nm, 12mrn, 14nm, l.6nrn, l&rm, 20rm) and line orientation

(75", 65o, 55", 45", 35", ?5", 15" from vertical). Verbal responses

from each subiect were recorded by the experimenter. Viewing

distance was 60cm.

Procedure. Each subject was seated in front of the screen and was

instructed as follows:

"This is an experiment in perception. There are a number of
of trials and on each trial I will show you a line for three
seconds. According to a ru'le there will be a 'yes' line or
a 'no' line. I would like you to reply according to the
following scale. (Subiects were given a six point scale to
keep for the duration of the experimental session). For
example, if you are very certain that the line you see is a

'yes' line you should say '6', fairly certain '5', not very
certain '4'. If you are very certain the line you see is a

'no' 'line you should say '1', fairly certain '2', not very
certain '3'. Obviously your response on the very first trial
wi'll be a guess. Your aim will be to identify a 'yes' and a

'no' line correctly. 0n some trials I will te'll you whether
or not you are correct, while on others I would like you to
continue without my assistance. Remember that on every trial
you should give me a number according to how certain you are
that the line is a 'yes' or a 'no' line. Do you have any
questi ons? "

Phase-1 discrimination training. Phase-1 discrimination training was

identical for all subjects, except that for 24 subiects length was the

relevant dimension, and for ?4 subjectsn orientation was the relevant
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dimension. Training stimuli used were lines of 8rm or 20rnm long,

oriented 15" or 75" from vertical. The four training stimuli were

presented equally often and one at a time for 3 seconds on each

trial, in a random order over 24 training trials. The intertrial

interval approximated 5 seconds.

The subject's rating response to each line was fol'lowed by

'correct' or 'incorrect' feedback from the experimenter according to

the following rule. For the length-relevant groups, NT (L), ID (L),

and ED(L),1ines to which 'yes' ratings were required were 20rrn lines

oriented 15o or 75on and lines which required a'no'rating were grm

'lines oriented 15" or 75". That is, the length, but not the

orientation values were relevant to the discrimination. For the

orientation-relevant groups, NT (0), ID (0) and ED (0), 'yes'lines
were 75o orientation either 8mm or 20rrn 1ong, and 'no' lines were

15" orientations either 8rrun or 20mm 1ong. That is for these groups,

orientations, but not length were relevant to the discriminations.

Phase-2 discrimination training. Trials of Phase-Z discrimination

continued from Phase-l training without a break in the procedure.

The main procedural requirements were the same except that different

stimulus values and different response rules were introduced. The

two NT (No Transfer) groups were not given Phase-Z trials, but

proceeded directly to the generalisation test. The ID and ED groups

saw four new lines over as many trials as were necessary for each

subject to attain a criterion of 10 correct responses over consecutive

trials. The experimenter's 'correct'or'incorrect' feedback on each
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trial was determined by the following rules, For the length

relevant groups, 'yes'lines were lSrm long oriented 25o or 65o and

'no' lines were 10rm long oriented 25" or 65o (ie. the ID (L) group

and the ED (0) group). For the orientation relevant groups, 'yes'

lines were 65" lines either l0rm or 18rm long and 'no'lines were

25o lines either 10nm or 18nm long (ie.the ID (0) group and the ED

(L) group).

Generalisation testing. A generalisation test was administered

directly following Phase-l training for the NT groups or directly

following Phase-2 training for the ID and ED groups without a break

in the procedure. Stimulus presentations followed the same

procedure as in training, except that there was no feedback from the

experimenter. The test comprised presentations of 49 unique stimuli

combining 7 length values with 7 orientation values. The random

order of presentation of the 49 lines over the first 49 trials was

reversed for a second block of 49 trials. Presentation orders were

constrained by not a'llowing a given stimulus value on either

dimension to occur on consecutive trials. The test was continued

without feedback from the experimenter.

RESULTS

Phase-2 discriqination. Table 2 gives the mean triajs to criterion

required by the ID and ED groups in the Phase-Z discrimination. The

ID-ED shift effect reported in previous studies was also clearly

evident in the present experiment. The ED groups required twice as

many trials as ID groups to reach criterion, F(1,28) = 18, p<.001.
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TABLE 2

Mean trials to criterion for ID and

ED groups in Phase-2 discrimination

of Experiment 1.

Group Mean SD

rD (L)

ED (L)

10 .25

?4.5

10. 13

24.38

0.71

L2.46

rD (o)

ED (o)

0.35

8.3
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The ID-ED shift effect was independent of the stimulus dimension in

that the type of Phase-l discrimination did not affect trials to
criterion, F<l, and there was no interaction between groups and

dimension, F<l. In addition, correct responses are plotted against

number of trials for ID and ED groups in Figure 4. This shows the

rate of acquisition for the two tasks is faster for both ID groups

than both ED groups.

Generalisation. Mean response ratings to each stimulus va1ue in the

generalisation test were derived for each group by averaging ratings

over trials and over subjects within groups. Gradients for each

group were thus based on a total of 15 observations for each of the

49 stimulus values. The gradients were plotted on isometric-

orthographic co-ordinates to show variations in mean ratings along

both orientation and length dimensions (cf. Johnson: 1970).

Figure 5 shows grad'ients obtained after Phase-L training for

the NT (1) and NT (0) groups. These gradients demonstrate that the

relevant dimensions in Phase-1 discrimination had gained dimensional

stimulus control in that mean ratings for the NT (L) group varied

systematically with length, but not with orientation (the irrelevant

dimension). The mean ratings for the NT (0) group varied systematically

with orientation but not with length (ttre irrelevant dimension). The

mean ratings in Figure 5 had maxima at the stimulus va'lue, 20nrn or

75o, requiring 'yes' ratings in prior discrimination training.

Functions were flat along the irrelevant dimension, indicating absence

of control by that dimension.
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Figure 5: Post Phase-l two-dimensional

general isation gradients following either
(i) 24 trials of a length discrimination or
(ii) 24 trials of an orientation discrimination

showing mean response ratings as a function of

length and orientatjon dimensions.
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The gradients were unaffected by whether the relevant

dimension was orientation or length in that there utas no effect of

group, F<l, or interaction with groups, in an analysis of variance

in which factors were group NT (L) versus NT (0), relevant dimension

(7 values) and irrelevant dimension (7 values). Separate analyses

of variance for NT (L) and NT (0) confirmed control by the relevant

dimensions length (F(6,42) = 107.07, p<.001) and orientation

(t(6,42) = 63.45 p<.001), and absence of control by the irrelevant

dimensions orientation (F(6,4?) = 1..80, r.s.) and'length (F(6,45) =

1.47, n.s.) in NT (L) and NT (0) respectively.

Figure 6 shows that gradients for individual subiects within

a group were consistent with group mean gradients. In Figure 6,

mean ratings are plotted for orientation, averaged over all

lengths, and for length averaged over all orientations. For each

subject in the two groups, gradients along the relevant dimension v{ere

steep and gradients along the irrelevant dimension were flat.

Gradients obtained following Phase-2 discrimination training

for the ID and ED groups are shown in Figure 7. All gradients are

sharp along the dimension that was relevant in Phase-2 discrimination

training, and flat along the dimension that was irrelevant in Phase-2

discrimination. Results of analyses of variance for the effect of

the relevant dimension in each group is shown in Table 3. The F

values for all irrelevant dimens'ions and interactions were non-

s i gni fi cant .
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TABLE 3

Surunary of analyses of variance to show the effects of the

relevant and iruelevant dimensions in the four experimental groups

in Experiment l, following Phase-Z (criterion) discrimination training.

CONDITION DIMENSION DF I"IS I-

ID (L) Length (REL) 6,42 t37.4 33-g p <.001
Orient (IRR) 6,42 0.7 2-0 n.s'
L x 0 36,252 0-2 <l n's'

ID (0) grient (REL) 6,42 ?L7.5 65.8 p <.001
Length ( IRR) 6,42 0.2 <1 n. s .

L x 0 36'252 0,2 <l n's'

ED (L) Orient (REL) 6,42 2L2.7 65-? p <.001

Length (IRR) 6,42 0.4 I-1 n.s'
LxO 36'25? 0.2 <l n's'

ED (0) Lensth (REL) 6,4? 183.0 42-2 p <.001

orient (lnnl 6,4? 0-7 1.0 n's'
L x 0 36,252 0-4 <l' n.s '
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Figure 7: Post Phase-2 two-dimensional genera'lisation
gradients fol'lowing criterion performance on either the
length discrimination tID (L) and ED (0)l or the
orientation dimension IID (0) and ED (L)] showing group

mean response ratinqs as a function of length and

ori entation dimensions.
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The gradients following Phase-Z tend to be more ogival in form

than the Phase-l gradients, owing to the Phase-2 training stimuli

lying at positions 2 and 6 on the training dimension rather than at

positions I and 7. Qtheruise the post-Phase-2 gradients have the

same form as the post-Phase-! gradients. There is no difference in

the gradients as a funct'ion of the dimension that was relevant in

Phase-l. The intervals for length and orientation values are

functionally equivalent and there is no evidence for dimensional

domi nance.

The gradients in Figure 7 exhibit the main characteristics of

the ID-ED shift. For the ID gradients, the dimension that was

relevant in Phase-l and remained relevant in Phase-Z retains

dimensional stimu'lus control. For the ED gradients, the dimension

that was relevant in Phase-l has lost control following Phase-Z

training, whereas the previously irrelevant dimension has gained

dimensional stimulus control. The degree of control exerted by the

relevant dimensions for the ID and ED groups is similar, owing to

transfer having been continued until a criterjon level of per-

formance was reached.

DISCUSSION

The present experiment demonstrated the ID-ED shift in terms

of trials to criterion in a successive discrimination. The

performance differential was comparable to those found in previous

studies of simultaneous ID-ED comparisons. Shanab and Yasin (1979)

included a group of young adults in their study of ID-ED differences'
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Using a simultaneous design and an identical performance criterion

(10 consecutive trials correct), they found a mean trial to

criterion of 12.25 (ID) and 20.31 (ED). This is almost the same

as the mean trials to criterion for the ID (10.18) and ED (24.44)

groups in the present experiment. The tria'ls to criterion data

estab'lish that the ID is performed significantly faster than the

ED. The post-discrimination generalisation gradients allowed a

comparison of dimensional stimulus control both before and after

transfer. They provide direct evidence of attention to a specific

dimension and demonstrate how contro'l is related to specific cues

on the dimension. That is, control by the same relevant dimension

is evident fol'lowing both Phase-1. and Phase-2 discrimination

training in the ID groups, whereas in the ED groups control by the

relevant dimension following Phase-l is lost after Phase-Z when

that dimension becomes irrelevant, and control by the new relevant

dimension is exhibited.

The present experiment also demonstrated that the extent of

the ID-ED shift and also the extent of dimensional stimu'lus control

was unaffected by the specific nature of the dimensions used,

length or orientation. That is, there was no evidence for dimensiona'l

dominance. Harrow (1964) found that the ID-ED shift can be affected

by the direction of change between a relatively dominant and non-

dominant dimension. For example, for groups that shifted from

colour to shape, the ED group performed the transfer task slower

than the ID group (38 versus 4 trials to criterion). For the shape

to colour group, this difference in performance was attenuated
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EXPERII"IENT 2

The main theoretical sign'ificance of the ID-ED shift is that

it demonstrates attention to dimensions independently of attention

to specific cues. In Experiment 1 it was shown that the relevant

dimension did exert dimensional stimulus control in the pre-shift

and post-shift discrimination tasks, that is, the relevant dimensions

were being attended to and the irrelevant dimensions were not. It

is possible, however, that dimensional control in the ID groups was

mediated by cue-specific transfer because the discrimination between

20nm versus 8nm in Phase-1. was shifted to a discrimination between

18nm versus 10mm in Phase-2. That is, the faster transfer by the

ID group could be attributable to stimulus genera'lisation from

Phase-1 to Phase-2 stimul i .

Previous studies (LeBow & Tritt, 1971: Shanab & Yasin' 1979)

have used qualitative dimensions such as form and words, and it is

less likely that stimulus generalisation would have occurred in

the ID shift. In Experiment 2, the possibility of cue-specific

generalisation in the present procedure was examined by comparing

ID and ED shifts conducted in Experiment 1 to ID and ED shifts

involving a reversal of the spec'ific stimulus values on the relevant

dimensions. In the ID Reversal groups, a Phase-1 discrimination

between 20rmn (yes) and 8mm (no) was transferred to a Phase-2

discrimination between 10mm (yes) and l8nun (no). 0n]y groups

performing a 'line length discrimination were used in this experiment,

as it was established in Experiment 1 that proceeding either from

length or orientation or vice versa did not affect experimental
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resul ts.

METHOD

Subjects were 32 undergraduates. Four ma1es and four females

were assigned to each of four groups. Apparatus and the general

procedural conditions were the same as those in Experiment 1. All

subjects in all groups were first trained for 24 trials in Phase-l

under identica'l conditions, with length relevant and orientation

irrelevant. In Phase-l 'yes' ratings were required for 20run lines

oriented at 15o or 75o and 'no' ratings were required to 8mm lines

oriented at 15" or 75".

Following Phase-l, all subjects were given a generalisation

test without a break in the procedure. The test was administered

without feedback from the experimenter, and involved presentation

of 49 lines comprising all possible combinations of seven lengths

and seven orientations. The random order of presentation of the

49 lines was reversed for a second block of 49 trials.

The pre-shift generalisation test was inrnediate1y fo1Iowed

by Phase-2 discrimination training without a pause in the procedure.

Responses were followed by 'correct' and 'incorrect' feedback from

the experimenter and training continued until a criterion of 10

correct consecutive trials was attained. Phase-2 discrimination

was irnmediately followed by a 98 trial genera'lisation test in which

length and orientation varied conjointly identical to the pre-

shift general isation test.
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The rule relating 'yes' and 'no' ratings to specific stimulus

va'lues was different for four groups and is given in Table 4. In

two ID groups, length was the relevant dimension in Phase-2 and in

two ED groups orientation was the relevant dimension in Phase-2.

For the Reversal groups, training values were the reverse of those

used in the 'non-reversa'l' groups (Table 4).

RESULTS

Table 5 gives the mean trials to criterion required by the ID

and ED groups in the Phase-2 discrimination from Experiments 1 and

2. The ID-ED shift effect reported in Experiment 1 with ID (L) and

ED (L) was clearly evident in the present experiment for the

reversal ID (R) group and the pseudo-reversal ED (R) group, and it
was of the same order. ED groups required twice as many trials to
criterion as ID groups F(l,28) 11.89, p<.001. The ID-ED shift
effect was independent of the values on the stimulus dimensions,

in that non-reversal and reversal groups showed no difference in

trials to criterion, F<l, and there was no interaction between type

of shift and reversal condition, F<l. In Figure 8, correct

responses are plotted against number of trials of Phase-Z training.

This shows a much faster rate of acquisition of the Phase-2 task

for ID and ID (R) groups compared to the ED and ED (R) groups.

Mean response ratings to each stimulus value in the

generalisation test were derived for each group as in Experiment 1..

Figure 9 (i) shows gradients obtained after Phase-l training for

the ED, ED (R), ID and ID (R) groups. These gradients demonstrate
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TABLE 5

Itlean trials to criterion ln the Phase-2 discroimination

for the, ID, XD (R), ED and ED (R) groups.

G,roup

ID

trD (r.eversal )

E,D

ED (revers-al )

10.,25

11.5

24.5

24.13

0.71

0,75

12.46

t3.42
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INTRADIMENSIONAL

SHIFT
EXTRADI},'ENIONAL

SHIFT

ID(R'

T RIALS

Figure 8: Number of correct responses per grouF

as a function nf the number of trials of either
intradimensional IID and ID (R)] or extradimensional
IED and ED (R)] Phase-z discrimination trainino.
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(i) PQESHIFI

Figure 9: Two-dimensional generalisation gradienti
following either (i) 24 trials of Phase-l line
1engt6 discrimination or (ii) criterion performance
in Phase-?, on either the 'length dimension

[ID and ID (R)] or the orientation dimension

IED and ED (R).] showing group mean response
ratings as a function of length and orientation
dimensions.
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that line length, the relevant dimension in Phase-l discrimination

had gained dimensional stimulus control in that mean ratings for all

groups varied sytematically with length, but not with orientation

(the irrelevant dimension). The mean ratings in Figure 9 (i) had

maxima at the stjmulus value, 20mm, requiring 'yes' ratings in

Phase-l discrimination training. Functions were flat along the

iryelevant dimension, indicating absence of control by that dimension.

Results of analyses of variance for the four conditions are

sunrnarised in Table 6 and confirm these trends.

Figure 10 shows that gradients for individual subiects within

a group were consistent with group mean gradients. For each

subject jn the four groups, gradients along the relevant length

dimension were steep and gradients along the irrelevant orientation

dimension were flat.

Gradients obtained fo]lowing Phase-2 discrimination training

for the ID, ED reversal and non-reversal groups are shown in Figure

9 (ii). All gradients are sharp along the dimension that was

relevant in Phase-2 discrimination tra'ining, and flat along the

dimension that was irrelevant in Phase-2 discrimination training.

Table 6 shows the results of analyses of variance conducted for

Phase-2 of each group and confirms the degree of control by the

relevant dimension. All effects for Phase-Z irrelevant dimensions

were non-significant (F(6'42) tl). The gradients shown in Figure

9 (ii), exhibit the main characteristics of the ID-ED shifts as in

Experiment 1. For the ID shift the dimension that was relevant
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TABLE 6

Summary of analyses of variance

relevant dimension in the eight

after both (i) Phase-l and (ii)
I earni ng .

to show the effects

experimental groups

Phase-2 (criterion)

of the

in Experiment 3

discrimination

CONDITIOI,I DII4ENSION DF l,lS

(i ) PHASE-1

ID

rD (R)

ED

ED (R)

(ii ) PHASE-2

Length

Length

Length

Length

Length 7-1

Length l-7

0rient 7-1

Orient l-7

50.1

96.0

195. 1

198.31

33.0

u.5

65.?

90.2

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

ID

ID

ED

ED

(R)

(R)

614?

6,42

6,42

6,42

6,42

6,42

6,42

6,4?

163 .0

t77.0

184.0

152.0

137.0

99.0

213.0

139.0
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in Phase-1 and remained relevant in Phase-Z retains dimensional

stimulus contro'|. The gradients for the ID and ID (fi) groups have

the same ogival form. However, while the ID has its maxima at 20rm,

the ID (R) group has its maxima at 8mn, the value adjacent to the

new training stimulus for the Phase-Z reversa'I.

The ID (R) group, in addition to performing the reversa'l within

the same number of trials as its non-reversal counterpart, also

exhibits the same degree of dimensional stimulus control as the non-

reversal ID group, except that control is by the new, reversed

training stimuli. Analysis of variance exam'ining the effects of

Type of Training (ID vs ID (R)) x Dimension, shows no significant

difference for Type of Training where mean ratings to training

stimu'li are compared (F(1,14) <1). The group mean data (Figure 9

(ii) is representative of the overall responding in this group,

except that the gradients tend to be somewhat smoother. The

individual data for each group is shown in Figure 10, and apart from

some small idiosyncrac'ies, all subjects show the same order of

control after training to criterion, within a group.

The ED and ED (R) groups took the same number of trials to
reach cri terion. Al though the trai ni ng stimul i (25o: 'yes' and

65o: 'no') for the ED (R) group were reversed when compared to the

ED group, this was a "pseudo-reversa'1" compared to the "true-

reversal" of the ID and ID (R) groups. Phase-l training for the

ED and ED (R) groups was with the length cues differentially rein-

forced and the orientation cues non-differentially reinforced.
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Therefore, there was no advantage for either the ED transfer group

(65': 'yes'and 25o: Ino') or the ED (R) transfer group (25o: 'yes'

and 65o: 'no'). After Phase-2 criterion was reached, groups ED and

ED (R) exhibit no difference in dimensiona'l stimulus control by

orientation, except that the particular cues on the dimensions

control maximal and minimal responding.

DISCUSSION

The comparison between reversal and non-reversal shifts was

irnportant in view of the possibility that dimensional control in the

ID groups could have been mediated by cue-specific transfer. That

is, the faster transfer by the ID group could be attributed to

stimulus generalisation from Phase-1 to Phase-2 training stimuli.

However, the results have clearly demonstnated that the rapid transfer

from Phase-l to Phase-2 in the ID shift groups was independent of

the specific stimulus values used, and that the transfer was therefore

dimensional in nature. The result is consistent with two-process

theory (Lovejoy, 1968: Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971) in that

responses to specific cues were dissociated from attention to

dimensions. That is, dimensional stimulus control was the same for

Reversal and Non-reversal conditions where specific cues were reversed.

Further, the ED versus ID shift comparison confirmed the result

of Experiment 1.. In particular, the ID (R) and ED (R) groups

required similar numbers of trials to criterion and exhibited the

same extent of dimensional stimulus contro'l as did their ID and ED

counterparts.
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EXPERIMENT 3

It was established in Experiment I that strong stimulus

control was exerted by the relevant dimension of the transfer task

for both the ID and ED shift irrespective of which dimension was

used for training or transfer. Results from Experiment 2 demonstrated

further that the speed of transfer in the ID shift and degree of

contro'l by dimension was not so'lely attributable to stimulus

generalisation. In both these experiments dimensional stimulus

control was assessed after the Phase-2 discrimination had been well

learned and a criterion performance for each subiect had been

reached.

Ray and Sidman (1970) have stressed the importance of being

able to measure changes in stimulus control as they occur.

Controlling re'lations can then be identified and subsequently main-

tained or eliminated. Ray (1971) describes attention as a

phenomenon which is "famous for its instability" and requires an

approach different from typical static analyses that are inadequate

for monitoring change. Functiona'l analyses, Ray (1971) stated'

fulfil this role.

Heinemann et al. (1969, 1970, I97?) performed a series of

experiments which examined stimulus control following discrimin-

ation tasks. They found that after train'ing pigeons to

discriminate between two intensities, the generalisation gradients

had the form of norma'l ogives, as in the present experiments. In

Heinemann et a'|.'s (1969, 1970, 1972) experiments, all gradients
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y{ere obtained after the dsicriminations had been well learned. A

subsequent experiment by Heinemann and Avin (1973) demonstrated how

the development of stimulus control can be traced over time. They

examined the changes that these gradients underwent during the

course of training, by administering generalisation tests after every

three days of training. Gradients changed from flat, chance-level

functions between days I - 3, to the same steep, sigmoidal gradients

that characterised criterion training, after between 28 - 54 days.

Experiment 3 was designed to examine the deve'lopment of control

by the new relevant dimension in the ED shift over the course of the

Phase-Z discrimination. The procedures for Experiments L and 2 were

repeated with generalisation tests concluded after different numbers

of Phase-Z trials.

METHOD

Subjects were 80 undergraduates who were randomly assigned

to ten experimental groups, with four males and four females in each

group. The apparatus and general procedural conditions were the

same as those used fcr the ID and ED shift groups in Experiments

I and 2.

Phase-L discrimination training. For all ten groups the same

discrete trials procedure was fol'lowed as for ID (L) and ED (L)

groups in Experiment 1. Four training stimu'li were presented

equa'lly often in a random order over 24 training trials. 'Yes'

ratings were required to 20nr,m 
'lines and 'no' ratings were required
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to 8nm 'lines, independent'ly of line orientation (15o or 75").

Phase-2 discrimination training. Phase-2 discrimination training

followed Phase-l training without a break in the procedure. There

were ten transfer conditions. The ID and ED transfer conditions

differed according to whether there were 0,8, 12, 16 or 20 trials

in Phase-2 training (Table 7). (The number of trials in each

condition was determined by the result that criterion learning in

Experiment 1 was reached in the ED shift after approximately 24

trials). For the ID groups 'yes' ratings were required to 18rm

lines and 'no' ratings were required to 10rnn lines, independently

of orientation (65o or 25"). For the ED groups, 'yes' ratings

were required to 65o line orientations.

General i sati on testi ng . A general i sati on test was admi ni stered

directly following Phase-l training for groups ID (0 trials) and

ED (0 trials) or following the number of Phase-2 training trials

for the remaining groups specified in Table 7. The testing pro-

cedure was identical to that used in Experiments I and 2, and

involved 98 trials during which al'l combinations of line length

and orientation were presented.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean correct responses over the trials of the Phase-2

discrimination are plotted in Figure 11 for the different groups.

The contrast in speed of transfer between the ID shift and ED shift

groups is evident. The ID groups maintained accurate responding
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TAts,LE 7

Experimental condi'tions in Experiment 3.

Gr"oup
Type of
shift

l{umber of
Phase-Z Trials

ID (0 tnials)
rD (8)

rD (r2)
nD (16)

rD (20)

TD

ID

ID

ID

trD

0

I
L2

16

20

0

B

L2

l6
20

ED (0 rrials) ED

ED (8) E!
qD (12) ED

ED (16) ED

ED (20) ED
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throughout the Phase-2 discrimination, whereas ED groups acquired

the new discrimination relatively s'lowly, Figure l1 shows that as

the number of trials progressed over the different ED groups, there

was a systematic'improvement in performance by the 20 tria'ls of

Phase-2 training, (the mean criterion performance for ED groups in

Experiments I and 2 being 24.34).

Generalisation gradients were plotted in the same way as in

Experiment 1. Figure 12 shows the post-Phase-2 genera'lisation

gradients for all ID and ED groups. The gradient for the ID (0)

group demonstrates that the relevant dimension (length) in Phase-1

discrimination had gained dimensional stimu'lus control in that mean

ratings varied systematically with length, but not with orientation

(ttre tmelevant dimension) . The mean ratings for this group had

maxima at the stimul us va'lue 20nrn requi ri ng 'yes ' rati ngs i n pri or

discrimination training. Functions were flat for the irrelevant

dimension, indicating absence of control by that dimension. The

gradients for the remaining ID groups exhibit no change over trials.
The ID groups show no change as a function of Phase-2 trials. That

is, the ID gradients uniformly exhibit strong control by length and

absence of control by orientation (the imelevant dimension). Table

8 summarises separate two-way analyses of variance conducted within

groups ID (8), ID (12) ID (16) and ID (20), confirming control, or

lack of control, by the two dimensions. Two further ana'lyses of

variance (Keppe'l , 1982, p.438), make a between groups (0, 8 , L2, 16,

20 trials) comparison of the effect of either the length or the

orientation dimension (Appendix I, Table 1). The results of these
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TABLE 8

Surnnary of two-way analyses of variance to show effects

within groups of the relevant and imelevant dimensions over

trials (8,12,16 or 20) of intradimensiona'l or extradimensional

Phase-2 discrimination training.

CONDITION DIMENSION DF Fts

rD (8)

rD (12)

rD (16)

rD (20)

ED (8)

ED (12)

ED (16)

ED (20)

Length
0ri ent

Length
0rient

Length
0rient

Length
Ori ent

Length
0ri ent

Length
0rient

Length
0ri ent

Length
0rient

(REL)
( rRR)

(REL )
( rRR)

(REL)
( rRR)

(REL )
(rRR)

( rRR)
(REL)

( rRR)
(nel I

( rRR)
(REL)

( tnn;
(REL)

6,42
6,42

6,42
6,42

6,42
6,42

6,42
6,42

6,42
6,42

6,4?
6,42

6,42
6,42

6,42
6,42

<.001
n.s.

< .001
n.s.

<.001
n.s.

< .001
n.s.

<.001
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

n.s
<.001

n.s "<.001

230.2 93.6
0.9 1.4

178.3 44.3
0.7 1.8

242.7 48.6
0.4 <1

279.4 L27.2
0.8 1.9

52.7 19.9
1.5 <1

8.2 1.5
0.5 <1

2.8 r.9
90.6 13.1

3.6 I .4
99.6 25.3
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analyses show that control by neither length nor orientation changes

for the ID shift over trials of Phase-z discrimination training.

control by the relevant dimension was therefore established in

Phase-1 and maintained throughout Phase-z discrimination training.

In addition to the ID groups, two further ID (reversa'l)

groups were run and their performance measured after 12 and 20

trials of intradimensional (reversal) Phase-2 discrimination train-
ing. The procedure and results for these two groups appear in

Appendix II. Appendix II Figure 1 clearly shows that, as for their
ID counterparts (ID (12) and ID (20): Figure 12), the ID (R) groups

showed strong control by the length dimension after both 12 and 20

trials of Phase-2 training.

In contrast, gradients for the ED groups (Figure 12) changed

markedly as a function of the number of training trials in the

Phase-2 discrimination. Data for the four ED groups (g - 20

trials) was submitted to a three-way analysis of variance with

repeated measures on the factors of length and orientation (winer,

L97L, p.5a0). Results of this analysis are surrnarised in Table 9.

Significant two-way interactions between number of transfer trials
and orientation, number of transfer trials and length and not

between length and orientation confirmed the changes in stimulus

control over trials manifest in Figure 1l. Two further two-way

analyses of variance (Keppel , 1982, p.438) make a between groups

(0' 8, L2,16 and 20 trials) comparison of the effect of either the

length or the orientation dimension (Appendix I, Table Z). The
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TABLE 9

Surrnary of three-way analysis of variance to show between group

effects of number of trials (8,12,16 or 20) of extradimensional

Phase-2 discrimination training as a function of the

length and orientation dimensions.

Source DF t4s

TRIALS (8,t2,16,20)

oRTENTATIoN (75o. . .15o)

TRIALS x ORIENTATION

LENGTH (20rm. ..8rm)

TRIALS x LENGTH

LENGTH x ORIENTATION

TRIALS x LENGTH x
ORIENTATION

3,28

6,168

1g,108

6,168

1g,108

36,1008

108,1008

0.7

116. 5

26.0

45.0

7.7

0.6

0.5

<1

29.3

6.5

107.1

r8.4

<l

<1

n. s.

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

p <.001

n. s.

n.s.
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results of these analyses show that the number of trials was a

significant factor in determining control by either dimension.

Specifically, as training tria'ls increased over ED shift groups'

control by orientation was successive'ly sharpened and control by

length was attenuated.

Figure 12 shows that imrnediately after Phase-l. training the

gradient for Group ED (0) indicates contro'l by the Phase-l relevant

dimension, length, and no contro'l by orientation. After eight

trials of ED discrimination, the gradient for group ED (8) exhibits

no evidence of control by orientation, the Phase-2 relevant dimension.

After 12 trials of ED discrimination, control by length is further

attenuated and there is still no apparent control by orientation.

By 16 and 20 trials of ED discrimination, attenuation of control by

length is complete and control by orientation continues to develop.

The gradient for group ED (20) is sharpest along the orientation

dimension. Separate two-way analyses of variance conducted for

groups ED (8), ED (12), ED (15) and ED (20) ana sununarised in Table 8,

confirm the conclusions drawn from the post-Phase-2 generalisation

gradi ents .

The changes in dimensional stimulus control for the group

grad'ients in Figure 12 are also clearly evident in the gradients

for the individual subjects in the different groups. In Figure 13

mean ratings are p'lotted for orientation averaged over all lengths

and for length averaged over all orientations. For each subiect

in the four ID groups, gradients along the relevant dimension were
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steep and along the irrelevant dimension, they were flat. For

subjects in the ED groups, control by orientation increased as a

funct'ion of training trials while control by length decreased.

The result of Experiment 3 shows that contro'l by the new

relevant dimension in the Phase-2 discrimination involves a systematic

weakening of control by the dimension that was relevant in Phase-l'

and an emergence of control by the Phase-2 relevant dimension in the

ED shift. The present results provide some evidence to show why an

ID-ED shift difference is obtained. In the ID shift the relevant

dinrension has gained control in Phase-l and that control persists

throughout Phase-Z, since the Phase-1 relevant dimension remains

relevant in Phase-2. Rapid acquisition of the new task in the ID

shift as evidenced in all ID and ID (reversal) groups emphasises

the 'floor effect' that obtains in this transfer task.

In the ED shift condition, the previous'ly irrelevant dimension

has no control by the end of Phase-l, but since it is now the

relevant dimension in Phase-Z, it must gain control over the course

of the Phase-2 training. Experiments 4 - 6 are therefore going to

examine specific variab1es that may differential'ly affect the extra-

dimensional shift and may increase the rate of acquisition of that

shift under different conditions. Such variables include the type

of Phase-l training, the type of Phase-l and Phase-2 stimulus arrays

and the nature of the testing procedure itself.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Experiment 4 asks whether training with the relevant dimension

in Phase-l facilitates or retards training with the new relevant

dimension in the extradimensional shift of Phase-2. Theories of

selective attention and attentional enhancement (or general

attentiveness) make different predictions in this regard. These

theorieS have previously been examined in studies of extra-

dimensional discrimination and generalisation where single dimensions

are present in Phase-l and Phase-2 (Gray & ltlackintosh, 1973:

Hogg & Evans,1975,1978: Honig,1969: Thomas et aI.,1970: Turner

& Mackintosh, lg72). Such studies indicate that discrimination

training can have a number of different effects. A general effect

of discrimination training is that it neutralises incidental cues

in the environment (Mackintosh, 1974), and thereby minimises control

by those stimuli. Other general effects are that differential

training in Phase-l leads to a sharpening of stimulus control and

hence a steeper generalisation gradient in Phase-Z, whereas non-

d'ifferenti al trai ni ng 1 eads to a weakeni ng of st j mul us contro'l

(Thomas et al., 1970).

A number of experiments have compared the effects of differential

and non-differential training on ED transfer. Using an ED procedure

Honig (1969) found that True-discrimination (differential ) training

with wavelengths produced steeper generalisation gradients a'long the

orientation dimension than did Pseudo-discrimination (non-differential )

training with wave'length. Thomas et al. (1970) extended this finding

tO the case where compounded cues were used in training. Again'
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True-discrimination (TD) training on one dimension produced steeper

gradients on an orthogonal dimension compared to Pseudo-discrimination

(pD) training. Thomas et al. (1970) argued that discrimination

training produces a "set to discriminate" and enchances attention tO

other stimulus dimensions. Results from various ED procedures offer

strong support for attentional enhancement (Robles, Thomas & Newlin'

1e80).

These findings challenged theories of selective attention which

predict that, aS an inverse relationship exists between dimensions

in an ED paradigm, TD training wil'l reduce the amount of control by

an iryelevant dimension, relative to PD training. One of the few

results supporting selective attention was reported by Gray and

Mackintosh (1973) who tested the prediction using a discrete-tria'l

procedure. They found that contro'l by orientation was sharper

following PD training on a tone discrimination than following TD

training on the tone dimension, and concluded that Thomas et al''s

(1970) finding was limited to free-operant procedures' It is possible

that,'stimuli from the same modality (such as visual stimuli 'like

'l'ine and colours) are subiect to attentional enhancement, whereas

stimuli from different modalities are not" (Honig & Urcuioli, 1981'

p.436), but there is no evidence that attentional enchancement in

the ED procedure is more reliable in free-operant than in discrete-

trial procedures. Hogg and Evans (1975) trained ESN children in a

discrete-trial ED procedure and demonstrated that TD training to

orientation produced better control by hue than PD training to

ori entati on . Ha'l 
'l and Channe'l I (1980) reported evi dence consi stent
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with attentional enhancement in their ID versus ED shift experiments

with pigeons. They conc'luded in a later study (Hall & Channell'

1985) that "nondifferential'ly reinforced pre-exposure can cause

stimu'li to lose associability" and thus lead to a "reduction in the

power of the stimulus to attract attention" (Ha'll & Channell' 1985'

p.zea) .

In the present experiments, the relevant dimension involves a

true discrimination (TD) whereas the irrelevant dimension involves a

pseudo-discrimination (PD). lJhat is the influence of TD with the

relevant dimension in Phase-1 on performance in Phase-2? Experiment

4 was designed to investigate the development of control by the

Phase-2 relevant dimension (orientation) following TD training with

'line length in Phase-l compared to PD training along line length

in Phase-1. According to theories of selective attention, TD train-

ing in Phase-L would retard the development of control by the

relevant dimension in Phase-Z (orientation), because it increases

the probability that subjects wil'l attend to the Phase-l relevant

dimension, length. If, however, values on the length or orientation

dimensions in Phase-l are not correlated with reinforcement (PD),

neither dimension should gain control. That is, the probability of

attending to either dimension following Phase-1 PD training should

be at a chance level" and, therefore there would be no subsequent

impairment in Phase-2 of control by the relevant dimension

(orientation) by previous control by length. In Experiment 4'

subjects were trained in a Pseudo-discrimination task in Phase-l

where both djmensions were irrelevant, before undergoing an rED
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shiftr. Gradients following 0,12 or 20 trials of ED training in

Phase-2 were compared to the gradients obtained in Experiment 3 for

the ED (0), ED (12) and ED (20) groups for which Phase-l involved a

true discrimination.

METHOD

Subjects were 24 undergraduates who were allocated to one of

three groups. Each group comprised equal numbers of males and

females. Apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments I to 3.

The general procedure involved Phase-l and Phase-2 discrimination

followed by a generalisation test, conducted in the same way as in

Experiment 3.

Phase-1: Pseudo-discrimination training. The PD training used the

same procedure as for Phase-l discrimjnation training in the

previous experiments, but the experimenter's feedback for responses

to the stimuli were noncontingent as shown in Table 10. Specifically,

the experimenter's "correct" and "incorrect" feedback was independent

of the subjects" 'yes'and 'no' ratings and occurred equally often

for both values of length and both values of orientation. Each

subject received 24 trials of Phase-l PD training.

Phase-2: Discrimination training. Phase-2 discrimination training

was conducted as for the ED shift groups in Experiment 3, with

orientation as the relevant dimension. Subjects received 0, 12

or 20 trials of Phase-2 discrimination training called PD (0), PD

(12) and PD (20) groups.
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Generalisation testing. The PD (12) and PD (20) groups vrere

administered generalisation tests conducted as in Experiments 1 - 3

after the pre-determined number of Phase'Z discrimination training

trials, without a break in the procedure. The PD (0) group was

administered a generalisation test immediately following PD training

in Phase-1.

RESULTS

Individual and group results from the three PD groups were

compared to those for ED groups ED (0), ED (12) and ED (20) from

Experiment 3. Correct responses over the tria'ls of Phase-2

discrimination training are p'lotted in Figure 14 for both PD and

ED shift groups and the contrast in speed of transfer for each

condition is evident. As the number of trials progressed over ED

transfer there was a systematic improvement in performance. This

improvement was not evident after 20 trials of PD transfer.

The PD (0) group was given a generalisation test inmediately

following PD tra'ining. Group mean data (Figure 15 (i)) and

individual data (Figure 16) for the PD (0) group show no control by

either orientation (F <1) or length (F <1) dimensions. Individual

gradients establish that lack of control by the orientation and

length dimensions in Figure 15 (i) is not merely a result of

averaging gradients for individual data, but accurately reflects

contro'l by these dimensions within individuals.

Data from the four groups PD (12), PD (20), ED (12) and ED (20)
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discrimination training following 24 trials of
either Phase-l Pseudo-discrimination training
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training IED (12) and (20)].
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(i)

(ii)

TXTR^DII{EN5IO}IAL SHIFI

Figure 15: Two-dimensional generalisation gradients

showing group mean response ratings as a function of
length and orientation dimensions following Phase-2

disrrimination training with orientation lrelevant)
and'length (imelevant). Groups PD (0), (12) and

(20) received Phase-l Pseudo-discrimination training
and Groups ED (0), (LZ) and (20) received Phase-1

True-discrimination training with length (relevant)
and orientation (irrelevant),
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fol lowirg 0, 12 or 20 trials of phase-Z

discrimination training with orientation (relevant)
and length (irelevant), Groups pD (0), (12) and
(20) received Phase-1 Pseudo-discrimination training.
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(Figure 15 (ii))were submitted to a three-way analysis of variance

(l,liner, 1982) for repeated measures on the factor of orientation

(the relevant dimension). These results are surmarised in Table 1l'

Main effects of Array (TD versus PD), and Trials (te versus 20)

were not significant. However, two-way interactions between Array

and Dimension, Trials and Dimension and a three-way interaction

between Array, Trials and Dimension revealed a more careful look at

the overa'll picture was required. Separate two-way analyses of

variance for ED (12) versus PD (12) and for ED (20) versus PD (20)

confirmed that after 20 trials of Phase-Z discrimination the

difference in control by orientation between ED and PD was greater

than after 12 trials {refer Appendix I, Table 3)- The number of

trials was critical: at 12 trials there was no difference in control

by the orientation dimension, but after 20 trials control by

orientation in Phase-2 was stronger after ED than after PD training

in Phase-1.

DISCUSSION

The present experiment set out to answer the question of whether

development of stimulus control by the relevant dimension in the

phase-2 ED shift was retarded by the contro'l established for the

relevant dimension in the Phase-L task. The mechanism for such an

effect was presumed to be competition between dimensions in Phase-Z'

with residua'l control by the Phase-1 re'levant dimensjon retarding

the acquisition of control by the Phase-2 relevant dimension. such

an account is consistent with two-process theories (Sutherland &

Mackintosh: 1971). The results of Experiment 4 were direct'ly



TABTE 1I

Sunmary of three,-way analysi s of

effects of Type sf Training and

Eimension fon Grnoups PD (12) and

109.

variance to show between grcup

l{umber sf Trialls as a function of

(20), and Groups ED (r2) and (20) '

Ssurce DF t6

TRAINING (TD vs FD)

TRIALS (12 vs 20)

D-I[[,ENSI0I{ (75o' 
" ,15o1

TRAINIT{G x TRIALS

TRAINIITG x DII.IENSION

TRIALS x DII'IENSIOII

TRAINIiIG x TRIALS x
DII'IENSI0N

I,28

I,29

6,168

1,28

6'tr'68

6,168

6,168

0

0"1

10"3

1,7

1.4

6,6

L.2

<1

<1

93.2

<1

12.6

60.3

LL.2

n',.5.

n. s.

p <.001

ll .s.

p <.0-01

B <,001

p <.001
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contrary to the possibility that the Phase-l TD may retard the

deve'lopment of the Phase-2 ED discrimination. lnstead, consistent

with Honig's (1969) findings with pigeons and with attentional

enhancement (Thomas, 1970), the Phase-1 TD may actually enhance the

development of control by the new, re'levant dimension in Phase-2.

Hogg and Evans (1975) compared the performance of severely

retarded children on an ED task following both PD and TD training.

They used a "Honig" type (1969) ED procedure which exposed subiects

firstly to PD or TD training with orientations, followed by

genera'lisation testing along the hue dimension in Phase-2. Comparing

generalisation gradients on the hue dimension, they found strong

stimulus control by hue following TD training with orientation, and

no stimu'lus contro'l by hue fo1lowing PD training with orientation.

They concluded that "exposure to the orientation stimuli without

training differential responding is not sufficient condition for the

occurrence of positive transfer to the second dimension" (Hogg &

Evans, L975, p.218) and that the "crucial distinction rests 'in the

association of differences between the stimuli on the orientation

d'imension with different response consequences" (1975, p.219)-

In both experiments by Hogg and Evans (1975) and in Experiment 4,

subjects in the PD and TD shift groups received equa'l exposure to the

two training dimensions in Phase-l., but not equal reinforcement.

Both the resu'lts from Hogg and Evans (1975) and Experiment 4 have

shown the same pattern. Differential training on an extradimensional

Phase-l task (ED groups) produced positive transfer to a Phase-2
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discrimination relative to non-differential training in a Phase-1

task (PD groups). It is clear that some aspect of differential

training in the ED task transfemed to the second discrimination.

In Experiment 4, having length relevant in Phase-l (TD)

facilitated the development of control by orientation relative to

non-differential training on the length dimension (PD).

Hogg and Evans (1975) did not present the two dimensions used

in the discrimination tasks concurrently. The present experimental

design, which parallels the ED shift design more conmonly used in

the ID-ED comparison with adult, human subjects, is complicated

by the fact that two dimensions are presented simultaneously in

both Phase-l, Phase-2 and testing arrays. The comparison is

arranged in this manner to avoid confounding the attentional effects

of the shift to the new discrimination with novelty effects,

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) have pointed out that because

the subjects in both ID and ED transfer conditions have equal

exposure to the stimuli on both dimensions, this leads to a con-

founding of two other effects in accounting for ID-ED shift
differences. where the ID shift is faster and leads to greater

stimulus control by the Phase-2 relevant dimension than the ED shift,
there are two alternative effects. Firstly, the presence of the

previously relevant dimension in transfer (Phase-2) impairs the

development of control by the new, relevant dimension in Phase-Z.

Secondly, if the relevant dimension in Phase-Z was previously

irrelevant in Phase-1, subsequent control when it becomes re'levant
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is retarded. This effect has been labelled "learned irrelevance"

(Mackintosh, 1965).

tl|ith respect to the first alternative, Experiment 4 has shown

that the presence of length did not impair control by orientation in

Phase-2. In fact, relative to PD training, ED training improved

control by the orientation dimension in Phase-2. Length was present

and irrelevant in both TD and PD Phase-2.

The design of Experiment 4 does not allow an evaluation of the

second alternative, that if the Phase-2 relevant dimension was

irrelevant in Phase-l, subsequent control wil'l be retarded. In both

TD and PD groups the Phase-2 relevant dimension, orientation' h,as

irrelevant. In order to seek support for the hypothesis of illearned

irrelevance", Experiment 5 examined the effects of varying the

irrelevant dimension in training and transfer procedures on the rate

at which the Phase-2 discrimination was learned. Conditions where

values on the irrelevant dimension were varied during training and/or

transfer tasks were compared to conditions where the irrelevant

dimension was held constant. It could then be seen whether the

irrelevant dimension in Phase-L impaired control by that dimension

(now relevant) in the Phase-2 task.
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EXPERIMENT 5

Experiments 1, 2 and 3 demonstrated the well-established finding

of an ID-ED shift difference for humans (Harrow, 1964: Kennedy &

Gersten, 1976: LeBow & Tritt, 1971: Shanab & Yasin, 1979). The

ID-ED shift effect may depend, however, on whether values of the

irrelevant dimension change within trials.

0zioko and May (t977) investigated the effects of irrelevant-

dimension variability with adults in order to replicate Esposito's

(1975) general finding that children learned the ED shift slower

when the irrelevant dimension b,as varied within trials. Ozioko and

May (1977) found the same effect with adult students. The ID

shift was learned faster than the ED shift when the irrelevant

dimension was varied within trials, but there was no ID-ED difference

when the irrelevant dimension varied between trials. In other wordsn

when only one va1ue of the irrelevant dimension was used on any

particular trial, the ID-ED shift difference was attenuated.

Trabasso, Deutsch and Gelman (1966) studied the effects of

attention to the irrelevant dimension on the learning rates of the

ID and ED shift with young children. Trabasso et al. used constant-

irrelevant conditions in both phases of the procedure. I'lhen stimulus

dimensions were patterns (two-dimensional shapes and colours) they

found that there was no significant difference between numbers of

errors for the ID and ED shift groups (Mean Transformed Error:

ID = 1.89, ED = 2.76, t - 1.38 df = 31). HOwever, an experiment

reported in the Same paper replicating the procedure with three-
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dimensional coloured blocks of varying sizes, produced the usual

ID-ED shift performance difference.

In terms of two-process accounts, Fisher and Zeaman (1973)'

Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) and Lovejoy (1968) would argue that

cue differences act on the probability of attending to a dimension'

that is, the first of the two processes. Fisher and Zeaman (1973'

p.220) summarise their prediction that "with no competition from

irrelevant dimensions the remaining relevant dimensions (with

variable cues...) control performance to about the same extent in

both ID and ED conditions". For Loveioy (1968), where the cue on

the irrelevant dimension is constant-irrelevant' the probability of

control by that dimension remains at its base-level distinctiveness

or salience. This suggests that the ID-ED difference would be

ei ther el im'inated or attenuated.

Experiment

paradigm the ED

be attri butabl e

the presence of

4 illustrated that in the current successive

performance decrement relative to the ID shift may

to one of two main factors: learned irrelevance' or

the previous'ly relevant dimension in Phase-2'

Experiment 5 was designed to demonstrate empipically whether

e'ither of these factors affected the ID-ED shift difference, by

comparing transfer between Combjnations of constant-irrelevant and

two-dimensional arrays. In the two-dimensional (20) condition' the

cues on the relevant dimension were permitted to vary and were

associated with non-differential reinforcement' In the constant-
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irrelevant (CI) condition the cues on the relevant dimension varied

in the same way as for the 2D amay and were associated with

differential reinforcement, but the cue on the irrelevant dimension

remained at a constant value and was randomly reinforced.

Subjects were transferred from either a CI Phase-1 discrimination

task or 2D Phase-l discrimination task (see Table 12). It was

therefore possib'le to examine the acquisition of a discrimination on

a dimension which had not been irrelevant in Phase-l (ED:CI-2D) 
'

or the acquisition of a discrimination when the previously relevant

dimension was removed (ED:2D-CI). These conditions were then

compared to the previously used ED:2D-2D, where the two effects of

Phase-l and Phase-2 discriminations were confounded. They can further

be compared to the ED:CI-CI condition where neither effect should

have been present.

METHOD

Subiects were 72 undergraduates. Equal numbers of males and

females were randomly assigned to each of the nine experimental

groups. Table 12 sunmnarises the conditions for eight groups. The

ninth group is described below. The apparatus used and the genera'l

procedural conditions were the same as those in al1 previous

experiments.

Phase-l discrimination training. All subjects received 24 trials of

either two-dimensional or constant-irrelevant Phase-1 discrimination
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training. Table 12 shows how stimuli for the Phase-l discrimination

varied according to the condition to which the subjects were

ass'igned. An additional eight subjects were run in a control group

for the constant-irrelevant condition. These were given Phase-l

CI training only, fo'llowed immediately by a generalisation test.

Phase-2 discrimination training. Trials of Phase-2 discrimination

training continued from Phase-l training without any break in the

procedure. Subjects transferred to one of two transfer conditions

as specified in Table 12, two-dimensional or constant-irrelevant,

and each subject received either 12 or 20 transfer trials as in

Experiment 3, groups ED (12) and ED (20).

Generalisation testing. A generalisation test was administered to

each subject fol'lowing the pre-determined number of Phase-2

discrimination trials. The test combined seven values of orientation

with seven values of length over 98 trials.

RESULTS

Control group.

Comparing group mean generalisation gradients for subiects

following 24 trials of Phase-l constant-irre'levant (Figure 17) and

two-dimensional (figure 5) training, it can be seen that the same

order of control is exerted by the relevant dimension, Iine length.

Data for the group CI (Control) shows a significant effect of

length (F(6,4?) = 47.L2 p <.001), no effect of orientation (F <1)
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and no interaction (F< 1).

Experimental qroups.

Comparisons between the eight experimental groups can be made to

exami ne:

1) the effect of the irrelevant dimension in the Phase-l

training array (Groups CI-2D versus ?D-?D)

2) the effect of the irrelevant dimension in the Phase-Z

transfer array (Groups ZD-CI versus lD-?D)

3) the effect of ho'lding an irrelevant dimension constant

in both Phase-l and Phase-Z (Group CI-CI versus 2D'2D).

1.) Constant-irrelevant versus two-dimensional !n Phase-l.

In order to determine the inf'luence of the irrelevant dimension

during Phase-l training on stimulus control established in Phase-2,

gradients for Groups CI-2D and Groups 2D-2D (Figures l8 and 19) were

compared. Only Phase-l training differed between these groups.

Individual (Figure 19), and group mean (Figure 18) generalisation

gradients and within-group dimensional effects (Tab'le 13) for these

four experimental groups, show that holding length constant in

Phase-L 'leads to better contro'l by orientation in Phase-2. There

is also significantly less residua'l contro'l by length in Phase-2.

Transfer data for the four groups CI-2D (12), CI-2D (20),

2D-2D (12) and ID-ZD (20) were submitted to a three-way analysis

of variance with repeated measures on the factor of orientation
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generalisation gradients showing mean response

ratings as a function of length and orientation
dimensions following Phase-Z ED discrimination
training with orientation (relevant) and length
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either two values (20) or one value (CI) on the

ire'levant dimension.
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TABLEJs

F-values fol trro-wqy analys.eS of variance on generalisatlon

grradients for each of the e'ight conditions in Experiment 5.

Orientation InteractionDimension rrI0roup
Length
Dlmension

fi-cr
C]I - GI

CI-ZD

CI.zD

2D-Cl

2D . C.I

2D-20

?D-2D

(12)

(20)

(x2)

(20)

(tz1

(20)

( t2)

(20)

4.0€s

1.10

0.85

1.13

l,,53

0,96

5.86**

0.,81

tQ.1g***

19.05***

16,34***

39.5?***

7.80***

12,53***

3.56**

16.80'*s

1.06

r.09

L,28

0.97

0.58

0.91

0.64

0.96

!rp

*'* p

*** p

<.05

<.01

<.001
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(Winer, 1962, p.338). Results are surmarised in Tab]e 14. Two-way

interactions between Array and Dimension and Trials and Dimension'

but no significant three-way interaction, made it necessary to

inspect the data further. Separate two-way analyses of variance

(Keppel, 1982, p.438) were undertaken to compare Groups cI-zD (12)

versus 2D-2D (12) and Group CI-20 (20) versus 2D-20 (20) (refer

Appendix l, Table 4). A Trial x Dimension interaction for CI-20 and

2D-2D 12 trials and not for CI-2D and 2D-2D 20 trials confirms that

the effect of the array is significant after 12 trials, but attenuated

by 20 trials of Phase-2 discrimination learning.

When transfer data for these four experimental groups are

expressed in terms of correct number of responses over transfer

trials, the same kind of picture emerges. These results for Groups

CI-ZD (12) and CI-?D (20) (Figure 20) show a relatively rapid

transfer from random responding on the first few trials to near

perfect performance by trials 8 and 9, and stabilisation at that

level for all further trials. In contrast, the same graphs for

Groups lD-?D (LZ) and 2D-2D (20) (Figure 20) show a slower transfer

to the Phase-Z task. Generalisation gradients for these groups can

therefore be seen to reflect the rate of change described in the

transfer graphs for these four groups.

In summary, this comparison shows that having the relevant

dimension of Phase-2 previously irrelevant in Phase-1 training

retards the acquisition of the new discrimination relative to the

case where the dimension is constant-irrelevant in Phase-1.
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TAFIF li4l

Sumary of three-way analysis of variance to shor between group

ef,fects of ry:pe of Phase-l stimutus Array and l{umber of rrials as

a function of Dirnnsion in Phase-Z ED discrimination training

fo,rr Grroqrps CI=20 (fe) ana (20), and Groups 2D-ZD (18) anc (20).

ARRAY (CI-20 vs 2D*ZD)

TRIALS (12 orr 20)

ARRAY x TRIALS

DIMEI{SI0N (oRr E|{TATr0N)

ARRAY x DIITIENSI0N

TRIALS x DIFIEI{SION

ARRAY x TRIALS x
D MEI{Srcil

I,ag

I,28

l r,?g

6,169

6,169

6,168

6,168

2,3

0"01

0.9

40.9

1:.4

?."3

0.6

<l

<1,

<1

72.'9

?.?

4-2

<1

n.s.

ll,s.

lil.s.

p <.001

p <,001

p <.001

n-s.
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2) Constant-irrelevant versus two-dimensional in Phase-Z.

In order to examine the effect of the ime'levant dimension in

Phase-2, gradients for Groups 2D-CI and 2D-2D (Figures 18 and 19)

were compared. 0n1y Phase-2 differed between these groups. The

differences in changes following ED transfer for Groups 2D-20 and

2D-CI are not nearly as marked as for the earlier comparison where

the training procedure was varied.

A three-way analysis of variance with repeated measures on the

factor of Dimension (l'liner, 1962, p.338) was conducted to compare

Array, Tria'ls and Dimension (orientation). Main effects of Array

and Trials (Table 15) were not significant, but Dimension was

significant. The only significant interaction for these groups was

Trials x Dimension. When the data for these two conditions was

collapsed over trials (Keppel, 1982, p.438) no differences were

revealed at either 12 or 20 trials for Array x Dimension effects

(refer Appendix I, Table 5).

The transfer data (Figure 20) illustrate how these changes are

taking place over trials. Both transfer Groups 2D-CI (12) and (20)

appear to show a faster rate of change from random responding over

the first few trials to a more consistent performance after trial

12, compared to the performance after the same number of trials in

both 2D-20 (12) and (20). However, this difference has been shown

not to be a significant one.

In surrnary, although transfer to the CI array does appear to
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TABLE 15

Summary of three-way analysis of variance to show between group

effects of Type of Phase-2 Stimulus Array and Number of Trials as

a function of Dimension in Phase-2 ED discrimination training

For Groups 2D-CI (f2) and (20), and Groups 2D-2D (12) and (20).

Source l'lSDF

ARRAY (ZD-CI vs 2D-2D)

TRIALS (12 or 20)

ARRAY x TRIALS

DIMENST0N (0RrENTATr0N )

ARRAY x DIMENSION

TRIALS x DIi'IENSI0N

ARRAY x TRIALS X

DIMENSION

1,28

I,28

l r?g

6,168

6,168

6,168

6,168

0.1

0.02

1.1

25.8

0.1

2.5

0.5

<l

<1

<l

44.5

<l

4.3

<1

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.001

n.s .

< .001

n.s.
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have a small advantage in terms of rate of transfer to the Phase-2

discrimination, having the irrelevant dimension held constant in the

phase-2 array does not lead to the marked difference in performance

that was observed between groups where the irrelevant dimension was

held constant in the Phase-l training.

3) CI-CI condition.

The CI-CI condition represents the case where the irrelevant

dimension has been held constant in both Phase-l and Phase-Z

discrjmination training. Compared to the other three experimental

conditions (Figures 18 and 19) the generalisation gradient for Group

CI-CI (12) shows that as welt as the gradients for orientation being

relatively steep, the gradients for the length dimension are also

relatively steep. The analysis of variance (Table 13) confirms this

trend. This suggests that not only has the new Phase-2 dimension'

orientatjon, gained control after on'ly 12 trials, but a1so, the

Phase-l. relevant djmension still exerts control over respond'ing.

By 20 trials the Group CI-CI (20) generalisation gradient (Figure 18

(i)), is virtually the same as either the Group CI-20 (20) or the

zD-CI (20) generalisation gradient. Examining the transfer of

training data, Figure 20, it can be seen that the CI-CI condition is

shown to have transferred to the Phase-2 dlscrimination more quickly

than any other group. However, as the Phase-Z irrelevant dimension'

length, was not made expl'ic'itly irrelevant in Phase-Z, but was held

constant-irrelevant, responding to this dimension occurred again in

the generaljsation test and therefore control by the new relevant

dimension, orientation was not aS strong as might have been expected
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from the transfer of training, trial-by-trial data (Figure 20)'

Inordertoestab]ishthenatureofcontrolbythelength

dimension following cI phase-l tra'iningn and to compare it to the

control established after 2D Phase-l training' the control CI group

was run. It could not be assumed that the order of control was the

same following the two different types of training, and in view of

the cI training group results, it appeared that following cI Phase-l

training, control by the 'length dimension could be weaker' However'

as has been noted, the generalisation gradient for Group cI control

(Figure 17) following 24 trials of CI Phase-L constant-irrelevant

training does not differ from the gradients (Figures 18 and 19)

following 24 trials of Phase-l two-dimensional training'

DISCUSSION

Lovejoy(1968),Suther]andandMackintosh(1971)andFisher

and Zeaman (1973) predict that the ID-ED shift would be eliminated

or attenuated if the dimension relevant in Phase-2 was constant-

Irrelevant in Phase-l. Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) suggest

that the positive transfer would be a result of the neutralising

of irrelevant stimuli during the Phase-1 discrimination training'

The first comparison of ZD-ZD groups versus cI-2D groups is

consistent with this pred'ictjon that ED transfer is accelerated when

the irrelevant dimension is held constant in Phase-I" This would

therefore reduce an ID-ED shift difference' A second comparison

lookedforanysimilaradvantagethatholdingthe.irre]evant
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dimension constant in Phase-Z might have, but no significant improve-

ment perfonnance of |D-CI groups over 2D-2D groups was found. It

would appear, therefore, that tlearned irre'levance' in Phase-1

trajning had the biggest effect on the acquisition of the Phase-Z

ED task.

However, an issue for theories of attention in interpreting

empirical data has been raised by the CI-CI group. In previous

experiments examining the ID-ED shift'in adult humans (Esposito'

1975b: Shanab & Yasin, 1979) and in the current series of experiments'

subjects are invariably tested for the acquisition of the Phase-2

task in conditions where both experimental dimensions are present'

Irrespective of whether the procedure involves discrete trials to

criterion or generalisation testiDg, d cornrnon problem is evident'

If the subject does not respond to a particular dimension, does this

represent lack of attention to that dimension' or stronger control

by the other a'lternative dimension? For example, in a generalisation

gradient does weak stimulus control by a dimension represent no

control (ie. no attentiOn) Or' represent a response strategy learned

in Phases 1 and 2? In the CI-CI group, lack of correspondence

between trial by trial data and post-discrimination generalisation

gradients points out a potential problem in any two-dimensional

testing procedure, but one that is most apparent when examining

general i sation gradients.

In order to differentiate between cue utilisation during

testing and cue selection during training, Experiment 5 is replicated
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in Exper.iment 6, with the neievant dimension of Phase-l train'ing,

length, r€rnoved (held constant at sne value) during the

generalisation test. The extent 0f control by the Phase-Z dimension,

orientatioin, can then be examined wlthout the possibility of the

previor.ls Phase-l dimension masking s-timulus control in the test

itse:lf .
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EXPERIMENT 6

Inordertodemonstratedifferentialcontrolbyanyone

dimension Honig (1970) argues that two conditions must be met in

the experimental design. First, it "is necessary to show that such

serection can be brought under experimenta'l control" (p.197).

This has been establ'ished in Experiments 1 - 5. Second, it must be

shown that,,such a select'ion occurs during training and is not due

to the simultaneous presentation of several cues in testing' one of

which rnay be 'dominant' and prevent other cues from demonstrating

any stimulus control" (p.197). In other words we must distinguish

between cue utilisation during testing and cue se'lection during

trai ni ng.

An experiment involving two-dimensional visual stimulus control

in pigeons was performed by Newman and Baron (1965)' Following ten

days of sing]e-stimulus vI training to respond to a compound stimulus'

a white vertical line on a green background, Newman and Baron

administered generalisation tests. The tests comprised five different

orientations of white line, superimposed on a green background'

No differential responding to the five orientations was apparent and

Newman and Baron inferred from the flat gradient for orientation

that colour was the dominant dimension and its presence has pre-

cluded any learning about 'line angle during discrimination training'

Thesubjectshadthereforeattendedtocolourandignored

orientation. Freeman and Thomas (1967) argued that rather than this

result being a function of what had been learned, it was a function

of the testjng procedure 'itself. Freeman and Thomas (1967)
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replicated Newman and Baron's (1965) training procedures but tested

the birds in two ways (Figure 21). They found, using an increased

range of values on the orientation dimension, that when a neutral

background was used in testing, the gradient was significanily
steeper with respect to orientation, than when the green training

background was used. In Newman and Baron,s study, the birds had

therefore "attended" to the dimension during training, but the

presence of the dominant dimension, colour, has masked control by

orientation during testing. A similar result was found in an

experiment conducted by Newnan and Benefield (1969). Testing in

neutral conditions produced a re'liably steeper gradient of responding

to orientation than testing with the previous green background used

in training.

In the light of this research, Thomas et ar. (1970) conducted

a series of experiments which specifically examined the effects of
extradimensional discrimination training on stimulus generalisation.

In Experiments I - IV, reported by Thomas et a'|. (1970),

generalisation testing was carried out along one dimension only and

the other training dimension was removed from the test stimuli.

Thomas et al. (1970) were attempting to distinguish between

"attention (ie. cue selection during training) and cue utilisation
during testing, as factors influencing the slope of generalisation

gradients" (Thomas et al., 1970, p.330).

"Attention" to a particular dimension may be inferred from

a sloping gradient in a generalisation test. However, it is not
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equally valid to assume that a relatively flat gradient means the

subject is not attending to that dimension. Conditions of the test

itself also inf'luence the slope of generalisation gradients when

under other test conditions attention to a particular dimension is

clearly in evidence as has been demonstrated (Freeman & Thomas, L9672

Newman & Baron, 1965: Newman & Benefield, 1968)

Honig and Urcuioli (1981) recognise masking as a testing

phenomenon that can modulate attention to criterion stimuli. It is

important therefore, that masking of stimulus control by a competing

dimension should be considered before attention or its absence is

infemed from a generalisation gradient. In general, in the ID-ED

paradigm, attention to one dimension is assessed in the presence of

other dimensions which may or may not have been relevant,

irrespective of whether trial to criterion, errors to criterion or

generalisation tests have been administered. There have been few

exceptions in the human field (Hogg & Evans, 1975).

In the present experiment, Experiment 5 was replicated, but

instead of varying the orientation and length dimensions

si mu'l taneously i n the genera'l i sati on test , only one dimensi on , the

dimension of acquisition, orientation, was varied and the length

was held constant at a single value.

METHOD

Subjects were 80 undergraduates. Equal numbers of males and

females were randomly assigned to one of two contro'l and eight
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experimental groups. The eight experimental groups were identical

to those used in Experiment 5. The apparatus used and the general

procedural conditions were the same as those in Experiment 5, with

the exception of the stimuli used in the generalisation test.

Phase-l discrimination training. Phase-l discrimination training

was the same as in the experimental groups in Experiment 5. An

additional 16 subjects were run in two control groups. These

subjects were given Phase-l two-dimensional or constant-irrelevant

training only followed inmediately by a one-dimensional generalisation

test.

Phase-2 discrimination training. The same Phase-Z discrimination

training was administered as in Experiment 5.

Generalisation testing. A generalisation test was administered

directly following the pre-determined number of Phase-2 discrimination

trials without a break in the procedure. The test comprised

presentations of 49 stimuli combining seven orientation values with

a constant (20nm) va1ue of the length dimension in seven different

random orders. The random order of presentation over the first 49

trials uras reversed for a second block of 49 trials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Control groups

The data for the two groups of eight subjects run in a control
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group for the generalisation test following Phase-l constant-

irrelevant training and Phase-1 two-dimensional training are shown

in Figure 22(i) and (ii) respectively. It can be seen that

following 24 trials of Phase-l training on the length dimension,

there is no control by the dimension of orientation for either group

when orientation is varied alone in the generalisation test' An

analysis of variance supported this finding with no effect of

orjentation (F 1) in either condition. This compares with the

control groups in Experiments 1 (Figure 5) and 5 (Figure 17) where

orientation has no dimensional stimulus control.

Experimental groups

Comparisons between the eight experimental groups are the same

as those in Experiment 5.

1) The mean data plotted in Figure 23 parts (ii) and (iv) show that

subjects in Group cI-2D (t2) exnibit more rapid transfer to the two-

dimensional ED problem than Group ?D-zD (12). After a further eight

trials in the condition CI-2D (Figure 23 (ii)), the control by the

orientation dimension has shown no marked change, particularly when

the individual data (Figure 24 (ii)) for Group CI-2D (12) and Group

cI-2D (20) is compared. control by orientation in the 2D-2D

condition, however, is marked'ly stronger in Group ?D-zD (20) than in

the same group after 12 trials (Figure 23 (iv)). The differences

between Group CI-2D and Group 2D-2D are therefore attenuated by 20

trials. A three-way analysis of variance with repeated measures

on the factor of orientation (hJiner, !962, p.338) is sunrnarised in
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(i)
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Table 16, and together with separate two-way analyses (Appendix 1,

Table 6) confirms this finding.

Irlhen transfer data for these four experimenta'l groups are

expressed in terms of comect number of responses over transfer

trials, the same kind of pattern emerges. These results for Groups

CI-2D (12) and (20) (Figure 25) show a relatively rapid transfer

from random responding on the first few trials to near perfect

performance by trial 12, stabilising at that level for all further

trials. In contrast, the same graphs for Groups ?D-ZD (12) and (20)

show a slower transition to the Phase-2 task. Generalisation

gradients for these groups can therefore be seen to reflect the rate

of change described in the training data for these four groups.

In summary, these results show that holding the irrelevant

dimension constant in Phase-l training enhances control by the new

relevant dimension in Phase-Z and that this result obtains irrespective

of whether the relevant dimension of Phase-1 varies throughout the

generalisation test (seven values) as in Experiment 5 or remains

constant (one value) as in Experiment 6.

2) Constant-irrelqventle!11q1 two-dimensional in Phase-2

There do not appear to be any marked differences following the

two types of ED transfer for Groups 2D-CI (12) and zD'?D (I2)

(Figures 23 and 24). After a further eight trials the performance

for both groups indicate the same order of control by orientation

for Groups ZD-CI (20) and 2D-2D (20)'Figure 23 (iii) and (iv). A
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TABLE 16

Summary of three-way analysis of variance to show between grouP

effects of Type of Phase-l Stimulus Aray and Number of Trials as

a function of Dimension in Phase-z ED discrimination training for

Groups CI-20 (fZ) and (20), and Groups 2D-2D (12) and (20)-

Source DF l'lS

ARRAY (cI-2D vs 2D-2D)

TRIALS (12 or 20)

ARRAY x TRIALS

DTMENSToN (0RIENTATIoN)

ARRAY x DIMENSION

TRIALS x DII'IENSI0N

ARRAY x TRIALS x
DIMENSION

1,28

t,2g

I,28

6,l.6g

6,168

6,168

6,1.68

20.9

4.6

1.8

76.9

?.6

4.3

4.5

5.7

1.3

<1.

148.0

5.0

8.3

8.6

p <.05

n,s.

n.s.

p <.001

p <.001

p <,001

p <.001
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three-way analysis of variance with repeated measures on the factor

of orientation (l.liner, 1962, p.338) is surnnarised in Table 17. No

main effect was significant. The only significant interaction for

these groups was Tria'ls x Dimension, which indicated a different

order of control by orientation after 12 or 20 trials. l,lhen data

for the two conditions were collapsed over trials, the two-way

analyses of variance (refer Appendix I, Table 7) revealed no

differences at either 1.2 or 20 trials for Array x Dimension effects.

The transfer data (Figure 25) illustrate how these changes are

taking p'lace over trials. Groups 2D-CI (12) and 2D-2D (12) show no

marked difference in rate of acquisition of the task. The

equivalent groups after 20 trials also show no marked difference in

rate.

In sunrnary, the analyses and trials of transfer data do not

reveal any superior performance by the 2D-CI condition with respect

to dimensional stimulus control by orientation in either Experiment

5 or Experiment 6.

3) Constant-irrelevant to constant-irrelevant

In Experiment 5 the resu'lts from this group proved to be

ambiguous. l.lhile the trials of transfer graph (Figure 20) showed

relatively fast transfer by'the CI-CI groups, the generalisation

gradients (Figures 18 and 19) showed poor control by orientation

after 12 trials of Phase-2 training, although contro'l by this

djmensjon has improved by 20 trials. It was argued that while
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TABLE 17

Surmary of three-way analysis of variance to show between group

effects of Type of Phase-2 Stimulus Amay and Number of Trials as

a function of Dimension in Phase-z ED discrimination training for

Groups 2D-CI (12) and (20), and Groups 2D-2D (12) and (20).

Source MSDF

ARRAY (2D-CI vs 2D-2D)

TRIALS (12 or 20)

ARRAY x TRIALS

DTMENST0N (oRTENTATIoN)

ARRAY x DIMENSION

TRIALS x DIMENSION

ARRAY x TRIALS x
DIMENSION

L,28

t,28

1,28

6,169

6,158

6,169

6,168

4.0

6.5

1.8

69.4

0.7

10.1

0.6

1.4

2.3

<1

144.5

1.5

2t.t
1.3

n. s.

n.s.

n.s.

< .001

n.s.

<.001

n.s.
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subjects in Group CI-CI learned that orientation was relevant in

Phase-2, they may not have learned that length tvas irrelevant.

Thus when presented with both dimensions in the generalisation test,

control by orientation persisted from Phase-Z, but in addition,

residual control by length was carried over from Phase-l. This

resu'lt was reflected in both the analysis of variance for this

group (Table 13) where F(6,42) = 4,08 p<.01 for length and F(6,42) =

10.18 p<.001 for orientation, and in the individual gradients

(figure 19). The subjects in CI-CI were therefore in the same type

of situation as Newnan and Baron's (1965) pigeons.

The results of Experiment 6 showed a different order of control

by the orientation dimension when the length dimension was removed

in testing. Training data (Figure 25) showed the same rapid

acquisition of the task as in Experiment 5, but the generalisation

gradients (Figures 23 and 24) exhibited much stronger control by the

CI-CI (12) group when tested only on the orientation dimension. The

strong control by orientation was true for all subjects. In contrast

to the same gradients in Experiment 5, the CI-CI groups in Experiment

6 show the strongest control by the orientation dimension of any

group. This difference between Experiments 5 and 6 prompted a

further comparison of the data from the two experiments.

Comparison of Experiments 5 and 6

Equivalent conditions in Experiments 5 and 5 invo'lved identical

Phase-1. and Phase-2 training. The only difference in the procedure

was that, in Experiment 5, both orientation and length were varied
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TABLE T8

Sunmary of analyses of variance

dimensional generalisation tests

dimension in the ED shift.

conparing effects of one and two

on control by the orientation

Group Source l4sDF

cr-cr (12)

cr-cr (20)

cr-2D (12)

cr-2D (20)

zD-Cr (r2)

aD-Cr (20)

2D-2D (L?)

2D-2D (20)

Test
Dimension
Test x Dim

Test
Dimension
Test x Dim

Test
Dimension
Test x Dim

Test
Dimensisn
Test x Dim

Test
Dimension
Test x Dim

Test
Dimensi on
Test x Dim

Test
Dimension
Test x Dim

Test
Di rnens i on
Test x Dim

1,14
6,94
6,84

1 ,14
6,84
6,84

I ,14
6,84
6,84

1 ,14
6,84
6,84

1 ,14
6,84
6,84

1 ,14
6,84
6,84

1 ,1.4
6,84
6,84

1 ,14
6.84
6,84

0.2
26.9
6.4

0
26.9
4.4

t2.8
38.9
2.6

10.3
4r.8
t.2

4.9
14.2
1.1

5.1
37.1
4.4

1,1
5.8
0.1

5.3
44.5
2.5

<1
55.3
13.2

<1

60.8
7.2

4.0
67.8
4.6

2.6
77 .7
2.3

1.4
23.2
L.7

6.2
7?.9
8.7

<1

9.1
<1

5.0
117 .9

6.6

n.s.
<.001
<.001

n.s.
< .001
<.01

n.s.
<.001
<.01

n.s.
<.001
< .05

n.s.
<.001

n. s.

< .05
<.001
< .001

n.s.
< .05
n.s,

<.05
< .001
< .01

p
p

p
p

p
p

p
p

p
p
p

p
p
p
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in the generalisation test, whereas in Experiment 6 only orientation

was varied and length was held at a constant value. It was thus

possible to test whether control by the Phase-2 re'levant dimension

(orientation) was attenuated by the presence of the Phase-1 relevant

dimension (length) during two-dimensional generalisation tests.

Separate two-way analyses of variance (Keppel, 1982, p.438) were

conducted for each pair of equivalent conditions to compare control

by the orientation dimension for the two testing situations. A

surmary of these analyses can be found in Table 18' Comparing

Figures 19 and 24 and Table 18, two main findings are evident.

Firstly, when stimulus control by orientation was strong in

Experiment 5, hold'ing length constant in a genera'lisation test in

Experiment 6 resulted in enhanced control by orientation. This

effect can be observed in Groups CI-20 (12), CI-CI (20)' Cl'?D (20)'

ZD-CI (20) and ID-ZD (20). The presence of length in the general-

isation test therefore masks control by orientation in cases where

control by orientation is well developed.

Secondly, when stimulus control by orientation was relatively

poor in Experiment 5, holding length constant in the generalisation

test in Experiment 6 made no difference to control by orientation.

This effect can be observed in Groups 2D-CI (12) and ?D-ID (12).

That is, control by orientation had not developed sufficiently to be

masked by the length dimension, There appears, therefore, to be an

interaction between the extent of masking by'length and the extent

of origina'l control by orientation.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

t'lolff 's (1967) sunmary of findings for adult students and the

results of more recent studies (Nehrke, L973: Shanab & Yasin, 1979)

generally show that in simultaneous discriminations, the ID shift

is performed faster or more accurately than the ED shift over a

range of conditions. The present experiments examined the ID-ED

shift in successive two-dimensiona1 discriminations using data from

post-discrimination generalisation tests to determine the nature of

stimulus control in the ID-ED shift.

In Experiment L the ID-ED difference was evident both when data

were expressed in terms of speed of acquisition (cf.Ozioko & May,

L977: Shanab & Yasin, 1979), and in terms of stimulus control. It
was found that the relationship between the trials to criterion data

and the degree of control by the two dimensions at criterion was a

consistent one. The post-discrimination generalisation gradients

at criterion showed strong control by the Phase-2 relevant dimension

and weak control by the irrelevant dimension of Phase-2.

Previous studies have identified two factors in adult

discrimination learning that can potentially affect the extent of the

ID-ED difference: the relative salience of the dimensions (Esposito,

1973: Harow, 1964: Czioko & May, t977), and the variat'ion of the

irrelevant dimension in Phase-1 (Esposito, 1975a: Ozioko & May, 1977).

In Experiment 1 the difference between ID-ED shift data when rep-

resented as both trials to criterion and generalisation gradients

was of the same order for both the orientation-to-length and length-
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to-orientation groups. Therefore there was no evidence to suggest

that a dominance relation existed with line length and orientation

dimensions (cf. Loveioy, 1968: Newman & Baron, 1965: Trabasso &

Bower, 1968). It cou'ld therefore be assumed that the ID-ED shift

differences r{ere not attributable to such a factor.

Experiments 2 and 2A (Appendix II) were designed to examine the

possibility that dimensional control in the ID shift was mediated

by cue-specific transfer because the discrimination between 20rm

versus 8nm in Phase-l was transferred to a discrimination between

lSnrn versus 10nm in Phase-2. It was demonstrated that the

significantly faster transfer by the ID group compared to the ED

group was not attributable to stimulus generalisation from Phase-l

to Phase-2 stimuli alone. Instead, the superiority of the ID

condition over the ED cond'ition provided evidence for attention to

the dimensions of the stimuli.

Experiment 3 was designed to examine the development of

stimulus control over the course of the Phase-2 ID or ED discrimin-

ation task (Heinemann & Avin, 1973: Ray, 1972). Results confirmed

that subjects transfemed more qu'ick1y in the ID shift than in the

ED shift. Post discrimination generalisation gradients showed that

in an ED shift, attention to the irrelevant dimension in Phase-2

(Phase-1 relevant dimension) weakened over trials, while attention

to the Phase-2 relevant (phase-1 irre'levant) dimension increased

over trials. Thus two effects are involved in the ID-ED shift

difference: weakening of control by the previously relevant dimension
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and strengthening of contro] by the new relevant dimension.

Lovejoy (1968) and Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) argue that

the theoretical postulates of acquisition and extinction implicated

in learning are applied to dimension-specific responding. It is

hypothesised that acquisition processes operate directly to increase

the probability of attending to the relevant dimension of Phase-l'

while extinction processes operate to decrease the probability of

attending to the irrelevant dimension. The resu'lts from Experiments

L,2 and 3 serve to confirm this prediction for the case where two

values on each of the relevant and irrelevant dimension are presented.

Honig and Urcuioli (1981) identify two distinct approaches to

how attentional processes operate. "The fjrst ascribes attentional

effects to a selection among concurrently available stimuli....(and)

the second is that attentiveness to all predictive stimuli is enhanced

by discrimination training" (p.a30). The first of these approaches

characterises the selective attention theories discussed earlier

(Lovejoy, 1968: Sutherland & Mackjntosh, 1971). The second approach

refers to the general attentiveness theory proposed by Thomas.

Thomas et al. (1969, 1970) reported evidence to show that rather than

a specific tendency to attend to only the particu'lar stimulus

differences of a stimu'lus dimension relevant during discrimination

trainihg, d general set to attend to stimulus differences is

established to any potentially relevant stimuli.

Thomas et al. (1970) found discrimination training along one
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dimension sharpened the generalisation gradient along other

dimensions which were either present but irrelevantr Or, introduced

after dimensional acquisition. (Irrelevant dimensions were only

represented by one cue on that dimension). In a similar vein

Robles et al. (1980) showed how an experimental group given initial

discrimination training on a line tilt dimension exhibited better

dimensional stimulus control by a second, wavelength dimension

relative to a control group that had been exposed to the original

tilt dimension, but who did not receive differential training. In

Experiment 4 of the current series of experiments an ED-shift group

b,as compared to a PD group that had been exposed to the original

length dimension, but that had not received differential training.

The ED group showed better dimensional stimulus control than the PD

group. Therefore, the probability of attending to any dimension,

even one that was irrelevant in Phase-l, is enhanced by prior

differential training. That is, True-Discrimination on an unre'lated

dimension can enhance performance on a second dimension, consistent

with the General Attentiveness theory of Thomas (1970).

Having established that a non-dimension specific decision rule

may be learned as a resu'lt of discrimination training, we examined

which factors determined the probab'ility of attending to the Phase-Z

relevant dimension in an ED shift. Two-process theories of

discrimination learning (Lovejoy, 1968: Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971)

and studies involving simultaneous discrimination learning (Esposito,

1975a: 0zioko & May, L977') identified the mode of presentation of the

irrelevant dimension as critical in obtaining an ID-ED difference.
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In a successive paradigm it is not poss'ible to vary the

dimensions within and between trials as Ozioko and May (L977) had

done with adults and Dickerson et al. (1971) had done with children.

However, Trabasso et al. (1966) used a different method to compare

children's shift learning in the presence and absence of an

irrelevant dimension. In order to avoid the effects of novelty

increasing the probability of responding to the extradimension in

Phase-2, they held the irrelevant dimension of Phase-1, constant.

There was no difference between mean error for ID and ED shift when

the irrelevant dimension was held at a constant value over trials.

Similarly, when the irrelevant dimension of Phase-l in Experiment 5

was held at a constant (constant-irrelevant) value, the ID-ED shift

difference was attenuated.

0f critical importance is the difference between cues on the

dimensions. Experiment 2 established that it was the differences

between cues rather than the specific values of those cues that was

important. Where the iryelevant dimension of Phase-l was Constant-

Irre'levant, the subject did not learn about the dimension's

irrelevance, and therefore in Phase-Z the new task was not impaired

to the same extent as where the dimension was rendered explicitly

irrelevant by random reinforcement of different values on that

dimension (eg. Experiment 3).

Experiment 6 examined a more general quest'ion, one previously

identified 'in the stimulus generalisation literature (Thomas, 1970:

Thomas et al. 1970): cue utilisation in testing versus cue selection
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during training. Experiment 6 replicated Experiment 5, but with

testing conducted on the orientation dimension only, t,lith the

exception of the CI-CI condition, the one-dimensional generalisation

tests yielded the same pattern of results in Experiment 6 as did the

two-dimensiona'l tests in Experiment 5. It can therefore be concluded

that the possibility of masking did not alter the conclusions made in

Experiment 5.

SUMMARY

Taken together the results of the present experiments indicate

that in genera'|, compared to ID shifts, ED shifts are slower because

the Phase-l relevant dimension must lose control in phase-2, and

the Phase-l ime1evant dimension must gain control in phase-2

(Experiment 3). However, the inverse reration between loss of

control by one dimension and gaining of control by the other does

not occur in a way consistent with the Inverse Hypothesis of theories

of selective attention (Lovejoy, 1968: sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971).

Firstly, one dimension loses control before the other starts gaining

control (Experiment 3). Secondly, control by the previously

relevant dimension does not directly compete with control by the new

relevant dimension in Phase-2 (Experiment 4). If anything, the

previously relevant (TD) dimension factilitates control by the new

relevant dimension, consistent with attentional enhancement (Thomas,

1e70) .

In addition the development of control by the new relevant
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dimension in Phase-2 of an ED shift is retarded, relative to

development of control by the relevant dimension in Phase-2 of an

ID shift, by non-differential (PD) training on that dimension during

Phase-l (Experiment 5). This may be labelled a "learned

irrelevance" effect.

ATTENTION AS TWO-DIMENSIONAL STIMULUS CONTROL

The use of operant conditioning techniques to investigate the

ID-ED shift phenomenon has several advantages over trials to

criterion methods and forms part of a trend to examine traditionally

cognitive phenomena using operant methodology (Marr' 1984).

One advantage is that using generalisation tests exposes each

subject to a range of test stimuli comprising a dimension rather

than one or two discrete stimuli from which attention to a dimension

js inferred. Gradient s'lope affords a direct measure of the extent

of stimulus control by either dimension.

A second advantage is that dimensional control can be measured

at different transitional stages during the Phase-2 discrimination.

This is particularly appropriate to the ID-ED shift which is a

transitiona'l or transient phenomenon.

A third advantage in the current operant approach is that

testing is camied out in extinction and involves a relatively large

number of responses to stimuli on a dimension. In addition, all

subjects were tested with an identical set of stimuli in which only
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the random orders were changed. This last factor permitted an

additional analysis of the ID-ED shift data described in the follow-

ing section. The aim of the present approach is to estimate the

magnitude of control by two dimensions in an ID-ED paradigm.

Various models have been proposed (Blough, 1972: Chase & Heinemann'

1972: Heinemann et al., 1969, 1970, 1973: Purtle & Newman, 1969) to

show how two dimensions combine to produce a response. In the

present analysis of the role of attention in the performance of an

ID-ED shift, it has been argued that instead of referring to

attention in terms of a mediating response, attention is synonymous

with dimensional stimulus control.

QUANTIFICATI0N 0F Tl,l0-DIMENSI0NAL STIMULUS CoNTR0L

The two-dimensional gradients presented here were interpreted

in terms of the extent of contro'l by the length and orientation

dimensions and the possible interaction between the dimensions. In

most cases there was no significant interaction between the

dimensions. Notwithstanding the ogival form of the gradients, the

two-dimensional surfaces can be represented by two-dimension linear

surfaces in which the extent of control by the length and orientation

dimensions is given by the slopes of the marginal gradients. Thus

the mean rating is given by a linear rnode1 in which Xt and Xt are the

values on the length and orientation dimensions and at and a2 are

coefficients that quantify the magnitude of control exerted by

length and orientation. That is, for mean ratifi9 V, Y = do * alXl *

^ZXZ. 
In the analysis that follows, values of the coefficients were
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TABLE 
.I9.

Varlance accounted fo.t" by the multlple linear reg'Fession

analyses for the twenty conditions in Experiments 3 to 5.

Condition Uariance accounted for

ID (o)

rD (8)

TD (1?}

1p (16)

rD (20)

ED (ol
ED (8)
ED (12)

ED ('16)

eD (20)

PD (1,?)

PD ('20)

ED (r2)
Eo (ao)

cr-cr (121

cI-cI (20)

cr-aD (12)

rcil-eD (a0)

zD-cr (12)

zD-Cr (20)

2D-2D (12)

zD-ZD (A0)

0,95

0.94

0.94

0,95

0,93

0.96

0.93

0.64

0.93

0''93

0.32

0.81[

0,64

0-.93

0.87

o.93

0.9,4

0,96

0"92

0.93

0.71

0,,94
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found by multiple linear regression analyses. coefficients of zero

indicate no control by a dimension, and coefficients of 0.86 and

above indicate maximal control. Table 19 lists the variance

accounted for by the multiple linear regression analyses for the

different conditions of the present experiment. In most cases these

va'lues were satisfactorily high.

In order for the coefficients to represent the extent of

stimulus control by the two dimensions on the same scale, the seven

stimulus values on length and orientation dimensions were placed on

the same ordinal scale (1 to 7). Stimu'lus values 1 to 7 (orientat'ion)

represent l.5o through 75o and stimulus values I to 7 (length)

represent 8nm through 20rm. Length and orientation gradients for

post-extradimensional criterion performance are shown in Figure 26.

These gradients were obtained by plotting response ratings on one

dimension averaged over al'l values of the other dimensions. The

gradients exhibited a very close fit. The ordinal scale (1 to 7)

therefore dealt with the corrnon scaling of the dimensions

sati sfactori 1y.

Figure 27 shows regression coefficients for line length (x) and

line orientation (o) plotted against trials of Phase-Z training for

ID shift and ED shift in Experiment 3. The degree of control by

each dimension is expressed in terms of a single regression co-

efficient. The ID-ED shift difference is given by the difference

between coeffic'ients for the relevant dimensions in the ID and ED

conditions at any stage of Phase-2 training. In the ID shift,
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ORDINAL VALUE ON

LENGTH OR ORIENTATION DIMENSION

Figure 26: A comparison of response ratings to
stimu'lus values on the dimensions of length (x)

and orientation (r) following Phase-2 ED (criterion)
training. The rating scale has a minimum possible

rating of one (1) and'a maximum possible rating of
six (6).
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Figure 27: Regression coefficients for the
length and orientation dimensions plotted
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control by the relevant length dimension is consistently high

between Phases I and 2, and for orientation' consistently low' For

the ED shift, the influence of the previously relevant length

dimension decreases, and control by the Phase-Z re]evant dimension,

orientation, increases. Thus the ID shift involves maintaining

stimulus control that was established in Phase-1 throughout Phase-Z'

The ED shift, however, invo'lves reversing control by the two

dimensions between Phases 1 and 2. Figure 27 shows that the control

established in Phase-l persists through the first 12 trials of

Phase-2, and is reversed appropriate to the new discrimination only

after 16 or 20 trials of Phase-2.

Given that the two dimensions of length and orientation a'lone

control responding, the Inverse Hypothesis would predict that as

length lost control in Phase-2, orientat'ion would correspondingly

gajn control at the same rate. However, Fig1re 27 shows that

orientation does not start to gain control of responding until

after trial L2 when length, the previous'ly relevant d'imension has

established minjmal contro'|. This type of non-continuity effect

would not be predicted by the Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971)

model of discrimination learning.

Figure 28 shows the degree of control (regression coeffecients)

exerted by both length and orientation dimensions over trials of ED

training fo11owjng either Pseudo (PD) or Extra (ED) dimensional

discrimination training in Experiment 4. Two-process models based

on the inverse hypothesis (Loveioy, 1968: Sutherland & Mackintosh'
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1971) would require that discrimination training on the length

dimension in Phase-l would impair control by orientation in phase-2

relative to non-differential training on the length dimension in

Phase-l. A general attentiveness model (Thomas, 1970) would make

the opposite prediction: better control by orientation in phase-2

because of previous discrimination training with length in phase-I.

The present data support the second model. Dimensional stimulus

control and hence attention to orientation increases more rapidly

following discrimination training on rength relative to non-

differential training on length.

Results from Experiment 5 are shown in Figure 29. In Experiment

5 the relative influence of length discrimination in Phase-l on the

acquisition of the orientation discrimination in Phase-2 is tested

with (2D) and without (cI) differences in orientation in phase-l.

Following Phase-l training the index of control by length for all
groups is high. In the CI-20 condition orientation acquires stronger

control more rapidly than where it had two va]ues in phase-]. (zD-cI)

and (20-20).

The Chase and Heinemann (1972) Model of

Two-Dimensional Stimulus Control

chase and Heinemann (lg7z) described a quantitative model of

two-dimensional stimulus contro'l based on data from post-discrimin-

ation generalisation gradients. They obtained such data using

conditional discrimination in a discrete trials procedure with

pigeons. such procedures produced the same sigmoidal gradients as
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in the current series of experiments. The majn area of interest

in their work was the relative discriminability of two stimulus

dimensions as it affected stimu'lus control , but their mode'l has

interesting implications for studying the effects of selective

attenti on.

chase and Heinemann (1972) argued that the degree to which

behaviour is affected by stimu'lus changes along dimensions is

determined by two factors: firstly, the decision rule learned by

the subject, and secondly, the probabilities of attending to each

dimension. The slope of the decision line, which is derived

empirically from post discrimination generalisation gradients, is

generated in the following way:

d'
m=-x

,

oy

where m is the slope of the decision line, and, d' is the difference

between the means on dimension x and y when the variables of the

two decision axes are expressed in standard devjation units' If

one dimension is constant-irrelevant during training, then the

optimal decision line is perpendicular to the axis of the other

stimulus dimension.

chase and Hei nemann 17972) assess the re1 evance of the two

factors hypothesised to affect the relative influence of stimulus

variations along each dimension. These were the decision rule

(as represented by the s'lope of the decision line) and the
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probability of attention to each dirpnsion. Differences in relative

influence of the two dimensions resulted primarily from differences

in slope of the decision line (which determined the slopes of the

two sets of choice curves) rather than differences in attention to

the two dimensions. This confirms the conclusions drawn here that

stimu'lus differences have a critical role in determining the

effect of discrimination training.
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TABLE 1

Sunmaries of two-way analyses of variance to show the

effect of Number of Trials of ID Phase-Z discrimination

training as a function of either the relevant dimension,

length (x) or the irrelevant dimension, orientation (l).

U.to=.o)
h+U*3
tz
Hr

0

SOURCE DF

Trials (0,8,12,15,20) 4'35
Dinrensidn (orientation) 6'210
Tria'fs x Dimnsjon 24,210

ils
140.4

2.8
?.5

lils
138. 2

7317.3
18.6

F

1.84
1.5
1.04

SIGNIF.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

SIGNI F.
n.s.

p<.001
n.s .

uJ-rrb
f;s
Sq
E^

=J<7
=l h m!

76 54
S:TIHULUS

SOURCE

TriaIs (0,8,12,16,20)
Dimension ('l ength)
Trials x Dirnnsion

321
VALUE

DF
4,35
5,210

?4,2L0

F

1.82
345 .37
iI

DEO}
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TABLE 2

sunnaries of two-way analyses of variance to show the

effect of Number of Trials of ED Phase-2 discrimination

training as a function of either the relevant dimension'

orientation (r) or the irrelevant dimension, length (x) '

1x=r1.*+'

ED(O)

6

5
4

3
?

I

6
5

4

3

2

I

SOURCE

TriaIs (0,8,12,16,20)
Dimensidn (ori entati on )
Trials x Dinension

STII'IULUS VALUE

s0uRcE
Trials (0,8,le,16,20)
Dinrension (length)
Trials x Dinension

DF
4,35
6,210

24,210

l,ts
179.4
596.0
190.9

lrs
r79.6
948.6
163 -9

F
3.08

26.2L
8.40

F

3.08
60.57
10.47

SIGNI F.
p<.05
p<.001
p<.001

SIGNIF.
p'-05
p<.001
p<.001

DF
4,35
6 ,210

?4,?L0

orientation

lenoth

75 543
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TABLE 3

Sunmary of two-way analyses of variance to show the

between-group effect of Type of Phase-l training

(TDorPD)asafunctionofdimension']ength(x)
or orientation (r), collapsed over either LZ or 20

trials of Phase-Z discrimination training'

6

u5

fir
z2<J
IJ

=
?

STII.IULUS VATUE
(orientatlon)

20 Trials

tiis

0.6
0,3
0.1

o.2
15.7
1.9

1

0

12 TrialsTfl-
Di npnsion
Array x Dimension

20 Trialsffi
Dirnns ion
Array x Dimnsion

DF

1,14
6,84
b,84

I ,14
6,84
6'&

F

<l
1.35
<1

SIG.

n. s.
n.s.
n.5.

<l n.s.
27 .6 p<.001
3.38 P..01

12 Triats
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TABLE 4

Surrnary of two-way analyses of variance to show the between

group effects of Type of Phase-l stimulus Amay (CI or 2D)

as a function of dimension (orientation - l), collapsed

over either 12 or 20 trials of Phase-Z ED trainlng with

length (irrelevant) and orientation (relevant).

12 Trials 20 Triats

Jt-t\
1CI-2D

stinul us va] ue
(orientation)

SOURCE

12 Trials
ffiy-
Di nrens ion
Array x Dimension

20 Trials
Iirray
Dimension
Aray x Dimension

\
\

\
D-2D

DF

I,14
6,84
5,84

I,14
6,84
br&

ls

0.15
11.9
L-7

3.0
31.3
0.2

F

<l
L7 .97
2.5t

1.45
69 .5.l

SIGNI FICAT{CE

n.s .
p<.001
p..05

n-s.
p<.001
n.s.
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TABLE 5

Surmary of two-way analyses of variance to show the between

group effect of Type of Phase-Z stimulus Array (CI or 20)

as a function of dimension (orientation - r) collapsed over

either 12 or 20 trials of Phase-2 ED training with

Iength (imelevant) and orientation (relevant).

g,
./|D

Fs
fr4ir
frt
=1

0

SOURCE

12 Trial s
Irray -Dimensi on
Array x Dinension

20 TrialsIrr-ay-
Dirension
Array x Dimension

1,14
6,84
6,84

I ,14
6,84
5,84

ils

0.9
6.2
0.1

0.3
22.t
0-5

F

<1

10.55
<I

<1
37-88
<l

SIGIIIFICAI{CE

n.s.
p<.001

n. s.

n.5.
p<.00f

n -s.

stimul us va] ue
(orientation )
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TABLE 6

Surmary of two-way analyses of variance to show the between

group effect of Type of Phase-l stimulus Amay (CI-2D)

as a function of dimension (orientation - r) collapsed

over either 12 or 20 trials of Phase-Z ED training with

length (irrelevant) and orientation (relevant).

12 Trials 20 Triats

a6
F:
n4-3
e?
H1

0

stimul us va] ue
(orientation)

SOURCE

12 Tria'l s
Erray-
Dirension
Array x Dimension

?0 Trials
Frray 

-Dimension
Array x Dinension

DF

I, 14
6,84
6,84

1,14
6,84
5,84

l,ts

2?.6
?2.5
5.2

5.5
57.9

1.6

F

6.23
31.8
7.U

1.91
l2l.14

3.28

SIGNI FICN{CE

p<.001
P..001
p<.001

n.s.
p<.001
P'-01

\**

2D-ZD
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TABLE 7

Surmary of two-way analyses of variance to show the between

group effect of Type of Phase-Z stimulus Array (CI or 2D)

as a function of dimensjon (orientation - l) collapsed over

either 12 or 20 trials of Phase-2 ED training with

length (irrelevant) and orientation (relevant)'

12 Triats 20 Trials

946

=5CL,vr4u-c.5
=7<,L
H1

0

stimulus value
(orientat'ion)

SOURCE
12 Trialsffiy
Dimension
Array x Dimnsion

20 Trials
Irray
Di rension
Array x Dimension

DF

I,14
5,84
6,84

1,14
6'&
5'S

t{s

5.6
t3.7
1.3

0.2
65.9
0.05

F

l.16
?0.76

1.9

<1

2t7.94
<I

SIGNiFICANCE

n.s.
p<.00I

n. s.

n.s.
p<.001
n.s .
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EXPERIMENT 2A

METHOD

Subiects were 16 undergraduates who were randomly assigned

to one of two experimental groups, with equal numbers of males

and females in each group. The apparatus and general Procedural

conditions were the same as those used for the ID (R) shift group

in Experiment 2.

Phase-l discrimination training. For both groups the same discrete

trials procedure was followed as for ID (L) in Experiment l' Four

training stimuli were presented equally often in a random order

over 24 training trials. 'Yes' ratings were required to 20rm lines

and 'no' ratings were required to Snnn lines, independently of

line orientation (15o or 75o).

Phase-2 discrimination training followed Phase-! training without

a break in the procedure. The rule relating'yes'and'no'ratings

to specific stimulus values was the same as for the ID (R) shift

group in Experiment 2. 'Yes' ratings were required to 8 rrn lines

and 'no' ratings were requ'ired to 20 nrm'lines, independently of

line orientation (250 or 650). There were two transfer conditions.

Group ID (R) 12 received 12 trials of Phase-2 discrimination

training while group ID (R) 20 received 20 trials of Phase-2

discrimination training.

Generalisation testing. A genera'lisation test was administered

directly following either L2 or 20 trials of Phase-2 discrimination

training. The testing procedure was identical to that used in
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Experiment 2, and involved 98 trials during which all combinations

of line length and orientation were presented.

RESULTS

Generalisation gradients were plotted in the same way as in

Experiment 2. Figure 1 (Appendix II) shows the post-Phase-2

generalisation gradients for both ID (R) 12 and ID (R) 20 tria'ls.

Both gradients are sharp along the dimension that was relevant in

Phase-2 (length) discrimination training, and f'lat along the dimen-

sion that was irrelevant (orientation). The mean ratings for

these groups had maxima at the stimulus value requiring 'yes'

ratings in Phase-Z (8mm) and minima at the stimu'lus value

requiring 'no' ratings (20nm).

Comparing these two groups to their non-Reversal ID

counterparts in Experiment 3, ID (12) and ID (20) (Figure 11),

it can be seen that the ID (R) groups performed the reversal

ID shift within the same number of trials of Phase-2 discrimination

training as the ID groups. The ID (R) groups exhibit the same

degree of dimensional stimulus control by the length dimension as

the ID groups, except that control is by the new, reversed training

stimul i.
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Figure 1 (Appendix II): Two-dimensiona't
generalisation gradients following 12 or
trials of Phase-2 ID (Reversal) shift
showing group mean response ratings as a

function of the length and orientation
dimensions.
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